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Mings wins Eton grievance;
panel says to restore rights

Pros select
SJSU star
in 1st round
Spartan defensive back Louie
Wright Tuesday became the first
football player in SJSU history to
be picked in the first round of the
professional draft. Wright, the
17th selection in the annual draft
of college players, was tabbed by
the Denver Broncos. See story on
ii:iec sit
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Louie Wright

-ommittee task force scrapped

Bonze’, in September, took away the
An SJSU grievance panel has recommendation, Mings said, then he
recommended to President John would have to restore voting rights to faculty’s voting rights on advice from a
special investigative committee that
Bunzel that the voting rights of an the entire department.
But, Mings added, he expects Bunzel studied the internal conflicts in the
Economics Department professor
to reject the committee’s finding that F:conomics Department.
should be restored.
Mings said he thinks the issue will
Dr. Turley Mings, professor of due process and consultative rights
economics, won the judgment in a were improperly denied when Bunzel have to be settled in the courts.
stripped the economics faculty of its
According to grievance procedure,
recent grievance.
If Bunzel accepts the committee’s voice in departmental decision-making. Bunzel must act on the grievence
panel’s report, "within five college
working days or as soon as possible
thereafter."
The grievance report was sent to
Bunzel on Dec. 12, Mings said. He
added he has not yet heard from Bunzel
even though Bunzel has had the report
much longer than "five college working
days."
"He’s violating the grievance
procedures," Mings charged.
Bunzel was at a Board of Trustees
meeting in Sacramento yesterday and
SACRAMENTO (AP )A study of the
possibility of legalized beer sales on unavailable for comment.
Turley Ming:
Mings said he based his grievance on
state college campuses was rejected
yesterday by a committee of trustees. the procedures used in the investigation Robert Sassen, dean of the faculty, and
Chancellor Glenn Dumke to restore the
The committee on gifts and public by the investigative committee.
The only input the Economics rights of the Economics Department
affairs of State University and Colleges
Serving on the grievance panel
also asked the full board of trustees to Department faculty had to that comreaffirm the current policy prohibiting mittee was through written testimony, reporting on Mings’ case were Dr. Paul
Blake, professor of education; Dr. E. K
the sale of alcoholic beverages on Miligs said.
He claims that because of this Shaw, professor of engineering and Dr.
campus.
By a 5-2 vote, the committee procedure, the Economics Department Albert Rosenberg, professor of English
In an interview, Blake declined to
scrapped a task force it had created in faculty’s case was not presented or
continent on the Mings grievance.
November to study the question of given adequate input.
According to the report of the in- report beyond saying the panel sent
legalized sales.
Officials said preliminary collection vestigative committee, "The com- their report to Bunzel some time before
of data for the study had begun but that mittee received and reviewed semester break.
statements from 11 members of the
Members of the investigative comthe task force never met.
mittee were Dr.W.Brant Clark,professor
Trustee Frank P. Adams introduced economics faculty."
There are about 25 faculty members of psychology; Dr. T. Conway
the resolution to continue the policy of
Esselstyn, professor of sociology; Dr.
forbidding the sale of alcoholic in the Economics Department.
Mings and three other tenured Theodore C. Hinckley, professor of
beverage on the 19 campuses of the
economics professors have filed a suit history; Dr. Theodore M. Norton,
system.
against Bunzel, Hobert Burns, professor of political science and Dr.
encourage
Fie said such sales would
academic vice president; James Donald N. Rothblatt, professor of urban
beer drinking and could subject the Sawrey, dean of Social Sciences; and regional planning.
if
accidents
schools to lawsuits
resulted.

Trustees reject campus beer

rren Au

BLUE LAWS

It’s beer in the beer bars, and coffee in the Student Union. And it looks as if it’s going to stay that way.

Dining Commons employe, 56,
beaten in early morning assault
An SJSU employe was beaten and
robbed early yesterday morning, according to Earnest Quinton, chief of
campus Security.
This was the second campus assault
of the new year, bringing the total to 29
since January, 1974 according to
Campus Security records.
Mrs. Lee Tate, 56, of San Jose was
walking to work at the dorm Dining
Commons when she was attacked from
behind by a male in the vicinity of

Hoover Hall at 5:27 a.m., Quinton said.
Tate was treated and released from
Kaiser Medical Center for cuts, bruises
and a broken nose, according to an
emergency room spokeswoman.
Quinton termed the incident a
"strong armed robbery." Tate was
beaten by the man’s fists. Some credit
cards and $5 were stolen, according to
campus security and the victim’s
daughter.
Tate’s description of the attacker

differed from that of another witness,
leaving police with a shakey description.
The witness, whose name wasn’t
available, described the person as a
black male with short hair about 6’ 2"
and 155 pounds, dressed in an orange
jersey, green pants, a dark trench coat
and carrying a green plastic bag.
Tate described him as being about 5’
4" and heavy.

student iepresentatives and several
college presidents argued for studying
the possibility of legalized beer sales on
campuses.
"If it’s legal to have a glass of beer, it
should be legal on campus," said a
spokesman for Dr. Brage Golding.
president of San Diego State University.

No chance for refunds
on fees overpayment

By Dan Williams
An estimated 200-to-600 SJSU
students have overpaid registration
fees each semester since fall 1973 with
In San Jose, Rich Thawley, A.S. vice
no chance of collecting a partial refund,
president, said he was disappointed and
according to two SJSU administrators.
disgusted by the trustees’ action.
Furthermore, no one is seriously
"The trustees, for the most part,
function in the past in their mentality," working to eliminate the problem at the
board of trustee level, according to an
Thawley said.
"It’s ridiculous to think having beer official in the chancellor’s office.
on campus will detract from the
This situation has affected students
academic environment any more than who register either
by Computer
having it a block away," he added.
Assisted Registration (CAR) or the
Thawley said A.S. would keep walk-through registration
procedures.
pressing the issue through the student
The state legislature changed the fee
presidents association and possibly
payme It structure in 1973 from a twowould seek state legislation.
He said seeking legislation would be tier (part-time-- full-time) to a four-tier
’’going over the heads of the trustees." system.
Bonnie Sharpe, student president at
The amount of fees a student must
Fullerton State, said the vote "offends pay depends upon how many units have
my sense of political fair play."
been enrolled for at registration.

However, with this change no
provision was amended to Title V of the
Administrative Code to provide a
partial refund for students who initially
enroll at a higher fee rate, but drop
classes that put them in a lower rate
bracket.
Title V acts as a directive from the
Trustees of the California State
Universities and Colleges which the
universities and colleges operate from.
However, according to Scott
Anderson, coordinator of records information service, a student can get a
partial refund for unit reduction if the
administration is found to be at fault.
Anderson added, however, "very,
very few of the problems are administrative errors."
Continued on back page

Controversial IUD recalled from U.S. market
By Mary Edwards
The manufacturers of the Dalkon Shield, the intrauterine
contraceptive device (IUD) involved in 14 deaths and 219
cases of infected abortion, ordered an immediate "market
withdrawal" of the IUD last week.
The action was taken voluntarily by the A.H. Robins Co.,
producers of the Dalkon Shield, though the Food and Drug
Administration ( FDA) lifted a six-month-old ban on the
device in December.
The FDA suspended marketing of the Dalkon Shield last
June pending an investigation into the safety of the Robins
IUD. The ban was lifted last month, but new marketing
restrictions were imposed, including the registration of new
patients so that complications could be measured accurately.
Infections caused
Experts have theorized that the multifilament string on the
Shield served as a wick to draw dangerous bacteria up into
the body and cause infections.
One of the new FDA-imposed restrictions on the Dalkon
Shield is that the string used is monofilament.
For the present, doctors are advised that:
Every woman using the Dalkon Shield who misses a
menstrual period should have a pregnancy test.
If a pregnancy is confirmed, the Shield should be
removed whenever possible.
If the shield cannot be readily removed,a therapeutic
abortion should be offered and the dangers of continuing the
The information cited by Edwards in this investigative
piece came from U.S. Department of Health Education and
Welfare news releases; Dr. Frederick A. Clark Jr., medical
director of A.H. Robins Co.; several interviews with local
obstetricians and gynecologists; and from contemporary
OB-(YN literature.

pregnancy should be emphasized.
If a woman continues a pregnancy, with or without the IUD
in place, she should be watched closely for early signs of
infection.
Robins’ spokesmen said that marketing of the new Dalkon
shield isn’t expected to begin until later this year and that
salesmen have been instructed to pick up old unused models
from doctors, clinics, hospitals and suppliers.
Robins’ action climaxed the controversy concerning the
Dalkon shield that began last May when the company first
discontinued sale of the IUD.
Reports flied
On May 8, 1974, Dr. Frederick A. Clark Jr., Robins’
medical director, sent letters to doctors explaining that they
had learned of studies linking the Dalkon Shield to 36 cases of
septic )infected) abortion, five of which resulted in death.
The studies, conducted by the Center for Disease Control
(CDC) in Atlanta and by Dr. C. D. Christian of the University
of Arizona Medical Center in Tucson, concentrated on deaths
or complications related to IUD use.
CDC found that 53.9 per cent of pregnancy-related complications from IUD use occurred in women using the Dalkon
Shield.
After Dr. Christian published the results of his separate
survey, Robins took the Shield off the market.
Six weeks later, in June of 1974, the Department of Health,
Education and Welfare (HEW) issued a news release announcing that the FDA had officially suspended the sale and
distribution of the Dalkon Shield.
Since the Shield had been, in its four years on the market,
touted as the "safest, most effective" IUD available, the
FDA’s action seemed especially startling.
IUDs have long been considered controversial, since no one
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is sure exactly how they prevent pregnancies.
It is thought that when a device is inserted into a woman’s
uterus ( womb), the lining of the uterus is irritated slightly,
preventing a fertilized ovum (egg)from attaching itself. The
egg is dissolved and washed away during the woman’s
regular monthly period.
But to the millions of women who cannot physically
tolerate or dislike using the birth control pill, the IUD is an
acceptable alternative.
Because the device is localized in the uterus, the hormonal
imbalance that often results with the use of the pill is
avoided, as are the common side effects of weight gain,
moodiness and headaches. And since an IUD can be left in
place for two to five years, it can be virtually forgotten once
insetted.
There are many different brands of IUDs, but the Dalkon
Shield was enthusiastically received and widely recommended by doctors when it was first introduced in 1970.
Dalkon was unique
The Shield, unlike other IUDs, could be placed in women
who had never been pregnant. And, because of its disc-like
shape, the Shield proved to have a lower expulsion ( physical
rejection rate. It quickly became the most popular IUD in
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the countryan estimated 39 per cent of all IUDs old in 1973
were Dalkon Shields.
Approximately 2.2 million women in the United States are
presently using the Dalkon Shield.
FDA Commissioner Alexander M. Schmidt said in June
that doctors should not prescribe the Dalkon Shield until the
safety issue could be resolved, but that "the Agency has no
reason to believe at this time that physicians should remove
Dalkon Shields from patients now wearing the Robins IUD
successful)) "
In its statement last week, Robins again emphasized that
"the Food and Drug Administration has stated that women
presently using Dalkon Shields without problems are advised
to continue under normal supervision of their physicians."
According to the reports to date, the only serious complications have occurred in the second trimester (months
four, five and six) of a pregnancy.
All of the complications stemmed front septic abortion, or
infected miscarriage, which can occur with any IUD.
What seemed peculiar to the Dalkon Shield-related infections were the symptoms, not at all like those of a typical
bacterial infection.
Continued on back page
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opinion
Congress will never be the same
Old congressmen never die; they
just fade away into committees.
That’s the way it used to be.
But one good ole’ boy set a new
pace on Capitol Hill and things
haven’t looked quite the same ever
since.
Our hats should go off to Fanne
Fox, secret agent of the Freshman
congressmen, in whose hands the
seniority system came crashing to
the marble floor.
Poor ole’ Wilbur Mills, the man

editorial
whose House Ways and Means
blocked
had
Committee
progressive tax legislation for
years and in whose lap sat much of
the nation’s most important
legislation, finally had to give up
the chairman’s seat.
But when Mills fell, so too did the
seniority system as it once was.

Freshmen congressmen, including our own Norman Mineta,
decided to shake the pillars.
Wright Patman of the banking
committee and Edward Hebert of
the armed services committee
were the two biggest deadwoods to
be burned in the freshmen’s
funeral pyre.
It was a short-lived blaze, but
perhaps it will clear the way for
more responsive and progressive
legislation.
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Phil Trounstine

Fee plan is nothing for something
(

editorial

more
nothing
There’s
aggravating than paying for
something you never received.
Yet current California State
University and College policy on
refunds for classes students drop
actually ensures such a situation.
A student who registers for 15
units and pays the required $96 fee

is shortchanged if he has to drop
four or more units.
If he does, for example, carry
only 11 units he is not allowed a
refund, even though the normal fee
for 11 units would be $87.
The problem exists because of a
Catch 22 in Article III of TitleV
there’s no prohibition against
but
they
aren’t
refunds,
specifically affirmed either.
The old policy did allow for
refunds. But when the trustees

The trustees should take care of
the snafu right away so that
students can get what they paid for
and pay only for what they get.
P.T.

dealing inside his particular area,
foriegn affairs, is talking about
plunging the United States into another
war, in an area so sensitive that it could
possibly start World War III.
the government has been to back
And the government, of which
Kissinger rather than to demand that Kissinger is the chief representative to
he publicly apologize and apologize the world, has not made him retract his
fast.
thinly veiled threat. This has definitely
So what we seem to have here is a not improved U.S.-Arab relations.
double standard. We can get all hot
Both Kissinger and Brown are at the
under the collar when there is a prin- top of their professions. They should
ciple involved, such as racism, because know what they are doing.
we all know that racism is evil.
Brown, probably didn’t know what
But in the case of imperialism, which ki.1,1 of a reaction he would get from his
is also frowned upon, we only ask that statement.
the man take back his words, which he
But Kissinger must have known the
has not done.
reaction his statement would cause, at
Brown was speaking on a subject least abroad, and possibly at home.
outside of his authority and there is no
I can hope, but doubt, that the recent
way that what he said could do physical wave of protest against gunboat
harm to those he made his statement diplomacy will make it as unabout.
fashionable as racism as a political
Kissinger, on the other hand, in alternative.

comment

letters
friendly rivalry in sports, and
moonlight serenades, but these activities make up only the most visible
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All that is necessary, according
to a spokesman in the chancellor’s
office, is for the trustees to amend
Title V.

Zorba went Greek, why not you?
Editor:
There’s a community here at SJSU
that most people aren’t aware of. I’d
like to share with you my response to a
question most students here on campus
can’t answer: what is the "Greek
system?"
The Greek system is the sororities
and fraternities of SJSU.
So what is a sorority or a fraternity?
They are good times; parties, dances,

as
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went from a two-tier to a four-tier
rate Ftructure, they overlooked the
refund problem.

Racism is recognized as an evil,
but imperialism is still defended
By Tom Peterson
Two high-ranking members of the
United States government have made
equally ridiculous but not equally
dangerous statements in recent weeks
and the government’s reaction to them
has been totally different.
It just goes to prove that while racism
is out, imperialism is still with us.
When General Brown made his now
famous statement about Jews running
the country, complaints came in fast
and furiously. Brown’s resignation was
demanded by several groups and individuals. The President informed
Brown that he was to apologize, and
apologize fast.
Secretary of State Kissinger, on the
other hand, made a statement that he
will not rule out the possibility of armed
intervention in the Mideast.
Complaints came in fast and
furiously. But few if any asked for
Kissinger’s resignation. The action of
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part of Greek life.
There is however, much, much more;
being a part of the Greek system is a
commitment to scholarship, to friendship, to a common ideal.
It is philanthropy, whether helping
retarded children, donating blood,
raising funds for UNICEF or any of a
myriad of other public services.
It is learning to get along with others,
it is forming deep bonds of brotherhood
and sisterhood that will last far beyond
graduation.
It is being able to walk into any
chapter of your fraternity or sorority
anywhere in the world and be an
honored guest, and it is lending a
helping hand and receiving help with
dignity.
It is pride in your house, its brothers
or sisters and the ideals you stand for.
It is the forging of different temperaments, talents, and convictions
together into a common store of
knowledge, ability, and wisdom that all
can draw from.
On a more tangible side, it is better
food than the dorms, friends who will
help you with your studies, a ride when
you need it, trips to the ski slopes, the
beach, or painting the town red after
finals. It is never having to say your’re
bored.
It is social life; it is knowing more
guys or more girls than you thought
possible at SJSU.
To every Greek it is a very important
part of his or her life, and experiences
that will be treasured forever. Most
Greeks would tell you that they consider it at least as important a part of
education as school, and that in these
years, the last precious few of our
youth, no better ways to reach our goals
exist than through cooperation and
friendship, and that is what the Greek
system is.
Scott Soper
Sophomore, business

The Lone Arranger rides again;
hey, who was that masked man?
By Tom Lee
Trouble was brewing in Esjayeshue.
The Department of Economics
Advisers was involved in a bitter power
struggle, the once -happy peons
clamored in the streets for economic
guidance, and the soft drink machine
was out of order.
Normally peaceful Esjayeshue was
in a state of utter confusion.
"What can be done?" cried the peons.
-What can be done?" cried the advisers.
Suddenly a ray of sunsine broke
through the ominous clouds that
blackened the sky. "This is a job for the
Lone Arranger," cried a somewhat
inspired peon.
The idea caught on quickly. Soon the
whole assemblage of peons and advisers was chanting, "We want the
Lone Arranger, we want the Lone
Arranger!" The walls reverberated
with the call for help.
But how does one go about getting in
touch with the elusive masked man?
While hundred of protesters stormed a
telephone booth to look up the Lone
Arranger in the yellow pages, a sly
figure quietly slipped away from the
crowd.
It was none Other than Slim Noah, the
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abrupt halt in front of the crowd. As the
mob looked on in awe, the masked man
stepped down from the stirrups and
walked inside the building.
"Are we glad to see you!" said an
adviser.

only person alive who knew the Lone
Arranger’s true identity. Rarely did he
ever contact the Lone Arranger for fear
"Let’s not get mushy, I have a job to
that someone might be listening, but do," said the masked man.
this was an emergency. It was time for
The Lone Arranger surveyed the
Noah’s Hark!
scene for what seemed like an eternity.
Noah slipped into a near-by trash bin Finally he spoke.
and opened his brief case. He reached
"Since a power struggle started all
in and pulled out a bright red walkie- this, the solution here is
obvious. I
talkie. Looking over his shoulder, Noah hereby relieve you of all power."
spoke the secret code:
"Why didn’t we think of that?"
"Hello Lone, Slim here. There seems
to be a little problem over at the whispered an adviser.
The Lone Arranger gave the broken
Department of Economic Advisers.
This is serious stuff, better make it a soft drink machine a well-placed kick.
Out slid a can of Tiki Punch. Neatly
code three."
"Slim, I’ll be there faster than you printing the letters "IOU" on his
can say ’disenfranchisement, said the business card, he placed it in the coin
return.
cryptic voice on the other end...
"Another arrangement made,
The mob surrounding the Economics
building was beginning to get ugly. The another case closed," he said as he
angry peons burned wooden benches, drank heartily.
Finishing his Tiki Punch, the masked
made uncharitable remarks about the
head adviser’s ancestry, and prepared man leaped on to his waiting stallion.
"Hi -yo Follsgold, away!" he shouted
to storm the building.
Suddenly, in the distance there came as he galloped off into the sunset.
"Who was that masked man?" asked
the sound of thundering hooves. Could it
a bystander.
be...yes, it was the Lone Arranger!
"He better hope we never find out!"
A gleaming white stallion came to an

Gasoline rationing more feasible
than Ford’s economic proposals
By Joel Konopken
House Speaker Carl Albert, speaking
the other night in response to President
Ford’s economic recovery proposals,
asked the perfect question.
What good is it, he asked, to give a
middle income family a $75 or $100
income tzx rebate while at the same
time forcing it to pay an additional $250
or so a year in increased fuel costs?
The answer to this question is simple:
none.
The need to conserve energy and
other resources) is fairly obvious. No
longer can the U.S., with only six per
cent of the world’s population, continue
to consume 60 per cent of the world’s
resources.
On Friday, President Ford imposed a
tariff on imported oil which will, over
the next few months, raise the service
station price of gasoline by as much as
15 cents per gallon.
This, he said in his State of the Union
message, will force consumers to use
less fuel, thus enabling the U.S. to make
significant cuts in its dependence on
imported oil.
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This plan will do more harm than
good; in fact, it may not do any good at
all.
The last thing we need is the extra
round of inflation the increases would
cause. At least one noted economist has
stated that the increases alone will
rause a two per cent rise in the cost of
living.
Furthermore, the people most likely
to be hurt by these increases are those
least able to afford itAmericans of
lower and middle income.
These people will either have to bear
the brunt of the nation’s conservation
effort by doing without gasoline or,
more likely, will have to use an even
greater percentage of their limited
incomes to make necessary gasoline
purchases.
Meanwhile, wealthier individuals will
be able to absorb the higher gasoline
rests with relative ease, making no
contribution to the conservation of
energy.
To be just, energy conservation must
be a nationwide effort, one shared by all
segments of society and not just those
less fortunate.
The way to achieve conservation
justly is through gas rationing.
Under rationing, gas would stay at a
more or less steady price, one
presumably affordable by most
segments of society.
More importantly, it would be equally

available to everyone, and not just
those rich enough to afford to pay 80 or
more cents a gallon.
Rationing need not be inflexible;
those who can demonstrate a need for
more could be permitted to buy exactly
what they can prove they need.
For most of us, that will mean getting
to work and back.
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base Civil Defense survival rations are stored in the basement of Macquarrie hall in case of a disaster. The boxes of crackrs and other material have been in shelters for 12-13 years.

Food waits in shelters
Survival rations sufficient
feed 50,000 people for two
eeks are stored in San Jose
all-out shelters, including
me on the SJSU campus,
nd a city warehouse in case
f a disaster.
Santa Clara County also
as enough supplies in its
helters for another 50,000
eople.
According to an article
ublished last week in the
n Jose Mercury, 136,500
ons of food will probably
poil across the county in the
ext four years if the rations
emain in the shelters. Some
3,500 tons of the rations, the
rticle said, have been
relief
to
onated
rganizations.
"The food is crackers and
ard candy," said Charles C.
ehling, assistant director of
mergency services for San
ose.
d. As the
ked man
lips and
said an
a job to
yed the
eternity.
irted all
vious. I
that?"
broken
ed kick.
. Neatly
on his
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masked
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shouted
set.
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-When it was made, they
figured a shelf life of five to
seven years," Rehling said.
While the supplies have
deteriorated in areas with a
greater variance in temperature, he said, the Army
Veterinary Corps, which
checks the food annually,
reports the rations are still
good in San Jose shelters.

keeping their supplies, their
representatives said other
localities have been giving
Civil Defense food supplies
to disaster victims in foreign
countries.

The candy and crackers
are sealed in tins, Rehling
said. He described the
crackers as being "not bad"
and said they had "remained
crisp."
The food, now 10 to 13
years old, said Rehling, was
provided to the city by the
federal government in the
years following the Cuban
missile crisis.
While both the city and
county offices of emergency
services say that they are

Some San Jose Civil
Defense food and medical
supplies were going to be
flown to Nicaragua following
the Managua earthquake,
but the flight became fouled
in government red tape, said
Rehling.

EAST LANSING, Mich.
student
(APIThe
Michigan
government at
State University has withdrawn its $1,250 financial
support for a campus apformer
by
pearance
presidential press secretary
Ronald L. Ziegler.
On a 7-3 vote Tuesday
Associated
the
night,
Students of Michigan State
University also called for
"mass picketing and a
boycott of the speech" if the
university goes ahead with
plans to bring Ziegler to the
campus on Feb. 27.
Ken Beachler, director of
the university’s lecture concert series, said the
school will honor the $2,500
contract with Ziegler. The

university and the student
council originally were to
split the cost.
"It’s unfair that Ziegler
should continue getting rich
as a result of his participation in an attack on the
American people on behalf of
special interests," the
elected student panel said in
a resolution.
"We refuse to support the
main apologist for the
vicious attack on the Vietnamese people, particularly
at a time when President
Ford is again threatening
war both in Vietnam and the
Middle East."
The East Lansing appearance is now the first
scheduled stop in Ziegler’s
nationwide lecture tour on
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"A number of supplies
have been sent out of San
Francisco," said Frank Holt,
emergency services coordinator for the county.
Part of the problem,

The supplies are being
kept, said Holt, in case of
disaster. The possibility of a
Bay Area wide earthquake is
real, and in the case of one,
the survival rations may
very well be needed.
"You have to figure that
just because the threat of
nuclear war has died down,
it still could happen," said
Rehling. While he admits the
rations will eventually
deteriorate, he said they
should be saved in case of a
natural
or
man-made
disaster.

Michigan student body
dumps Ziegler speech

d out!"

just
y 80 or

Supplies were sent to
Bangladesh, Nicaragua and
during
places
other
disasters, according to
Rehling.

Rehling said, is the cost of
sending the supplies to
foreign countries. The
supplies, he said, "that have
gone out have been in port
cities." But, he added, the
supplies are cheaper to ship
than wheat.

THURSDAY
The Students International
Meditation Society will hold
an introductory presentation
on Transcendental
Meditation by professional
musician Jonas Magram at 8
p.m. in the S.U. Pacifica
MOM.
The Fencing Team will show
the 1929 film "Don Juan"
and present a short fencing
demonstration at their
meeting at 7 p.m. in the S.U.
Ballroom.
Science
The Christian
oiganization will hold a
meeting in the student
Chapel at 7:30 p.m.
The Campus Ambassadors
will hold a Bible study at
11:30 a.m. in the S.U.
Guadalupe room.
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Asian American Studies will
present the films "Red Lion"
and "Sniper" at the Camera
1 Theater, 366 So. 1st at.,
today and tomorrow at 7
p.m., Feb. 1 at 1:30 and 5:30
and Sunday at 1:30 p.m.
SUNDAY
Hillel will have an 11 a.m.
meeting and a $1 lox and
bagel brunch at 441 So. 11 St.
TUESDAY
Campus Ambassadors will
hold a Bible study at 10:30
a.m. in the S.U. Pacheco
room.

"Uses and Abuses of
26
Feb.
A
Power."
engagement at Boston
University was canceled
Monday.
A $2,700 offer was withBoston
by
drawn
Student
University’s

Envelopes
will save
on costs
The next post card you
recieve in a large manila
envelope with holes punched
in it is the result of another
important money saving
decision at the state level.
The California Printing
Office recently sent a memo
to the SJSU procurement
office to discontinue use of
all small interoffice envelopes.
All interoffice mail, no
matter how small, will now
be delivered in a 12x10’2 inch
manila envelope with holes
punched in them.
Joe DeBode, procurement
assistant, says the small
envelopes were specially
ordered, raising the cost of
production, due to duplicate
printing.
The mail room will also
save time by not having to
sort both large and small
envelopes, he added, but did
not know how much money
would be saved.

SAIVolljOSE STATE
IS FORTHE BIRDS
(PSAGrinningbirds).

Fly with us for
The unofficial
a song to eleven cities
state bird. PSA. has
more flights connecting Wanttocatcha PSAGrinningnorthern and southern Cali- bird’ That’s easy Just catch
forma than any other airline up with your campus rep
PM gives you a

Government Assembly
students after Dean John
Wicklein of the School of
Communications complained
that anyone might "get rich
because of their association
with Watergate."
Meanwhile, former House
counsel John W. Dean HI
specified Tuesday that no
television cameras or tape
recorders be allowed when
he makes a $3,700 apCentral
pearance
at
Michigan University on Feb.
6.

By Terry LaPorte
Priorities in registering
for classes each semester
are given to those working in
the registration process,
handicapped students,
EOP
lower -division
students, and intercollegiate
athletes, according to CAR
director Scott Anderson.
Intercollegiate athletes?
Policy Set
The policy for giving
priorities to those four
groups was set at a May 14,
1973 Academic Senate
meeting.
The policy allows those
students to be registered
with the first group acLepted, including seniors.
Gt aduate students, juniors
and then lower division
students are registered
next.
The priority registration
policy originated from the
Budget and Plant Committee
of the Academic Senate. Dr.
Robert Wrede, mathematics
professor, was chairman of
the committee.
KSJS refused
Wrede said there was
some compromise before the
were
priorities
final
assigned. "For example, the
radio station, KSJS, put in a
request for priority. We
didn’t grant it for two
reasonsbecause we didn’t
want to extend the policy any
further and because of a
matter of values by the
council and administrators
favoring the privileged
groups."
Wrede added that he
voiced the opinion at the
meeting that no priorities
should be granted except for
class standing.
are
given
"Athletes
special privileges, at least in
registering. There are
inequities in this policy,"
Wrede said.
Questioned policy
Dr. David Elliot, chairman
Speech the
of
Communication Department
and head of faculty affairs
for the statewide faculty
senate, questioned the policy
on athletes.
"I do defend the decision
that whatever the academic
Senate decides should be
policy. I don’t think that the
reasoning behind giving
athletes priority is good. I
understand giving handicapped students and I can
see EOP, but I sure have
trouble with athletes."

EOP Director Gabriel
Reyes said, "The reasoning
behind the priority for EOP
is because these students are
disadvantaged. They did not
have the success in the
educational system and they
don’t have the knowledge of
how to get the classes they
require."
EOP policy
Prior to the new policy, all
EOP students were given
priority. Now only lower
division EOP students are
privileged because it was
felt that, after two years
here, the students would
have the knowlege and experience to learn policies for
registration.
Reyes also disagreed with
the priority for athletes.
"That’s because I disagree
with the emphasis on
athletics on this campus.
"Privilege is given on how
fast a person can run or how
high they jump instead of a
real need," Reyes said.
SJSU Academic Senate
President Dr. Paul Brown
refused responsibility for the
policy. "That was done the
year before last so I was not
involved with it.
"There was a lot of
deliberation that went into
the policy," Brown said.

given the same priorities.
"We have to give up our
long-standing prejudices
about athletes. Others should
be given the same privileges
and I’d be willing to argue
the same case on the
academic senate floor."
Complicated problem
Dr. Marie Liba, chairwoman of the Women’s PE
department,
declined
comment on the priority
policy.
"The situation is probably
very complicated. I don’t
want to comment on it," but

Liba did comment.
"We don’t distinguish
between freshman teams
and the varsities so that
anyone included in
intercollegiate activity would
be given the priority," Liba
said.
Brown said that any
student or faculty wishing to
argue the policy could go
before one of the senate’s
operation committees.
"I’m not on those committees. I just chair the
senate meetings," Brown
said.
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Clear schedules
Brown said the rationale
for giving athletes priority in
registration is to make sure
their schedules are clear for
practice and competition
time.
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Elliot questioned why
students working in school
plays or other timeconsuming programs aren’t
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see demonBrowse through the country’s largest permanent photo gallery
strations of over 60 major photo brands by factory -trained experts ... hear
lectures every half hour on different photo topics ... all without commercial
interruption!
Bring your camera and photograph live models at a Free Fashion Show ...
have a Free camera check-up, movie or still ... see Free multi -media and film
shows! Valuable door prizes, too!
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THE INTERNATIONAL PHOTO SHOW
SAN FRANCISCO HILTON
January 3010 February 2nd
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Econ instructors lukewarm on Ford’s proposals
By Mark van Wyk
President Ford’s recent
economic proposals have
received
a
lukewarm
reaction
from
SJSU
economists.
Six instructors ins seperate
interviews offered various
views on Ford’s oil tariff, tax
rebate, relaxing of auto
emission standards and
one-year
Congress’
moratorium on spending.
Dr. Marvin Snowbarger,
professor of economics, said
he feels that either the
President’s plan or the
Democratic alternatives
would be effective.
are
"Immediate steps
needed to fight the inflation
and recession problems,"
says Snowbarger, and either
method of approach would
be desirable. It’s just a
matter of which method the
people will buy."
Imagination necessary
"Generally speaking, I’m
not especially happy with

Ford’s new proposals," says
Garnet,
Donald
Dr.
professor of economics. "I
think that much more is
needed to fight recession,
and a more imaginative
be
will
approach
necessary."
One of the most controversial issues has been
the tariff President Ford
imposed last Thursday on
imported crude oil which
could raise the price as much
as $3 per barrel by April.
Tariff absurd
"I think it’s absurd to
stimulate inflation with an
oil tariff," says Dr. Martin
associate
Primack,
professor of economics.
"Price hikes on oil products
will in effect be a tax increase, and will conflict with
the proposed income tax
cuts. I feel that rationing is a
better way to deal with the
energy problem."
Nunn,
Geoffrey
Dr.
associate professor of

economics, feels that while
an oil tariff is preferable to a
costly rationing program, it
is not the wisest alternative
to the problem.
"In order to reduce
domestic gasoline consumption and decrease
reliance on foreign oil
sources," he says, "we
gasoline exshould tax
clusively, perhaps raising
the prices to as much a $1 per
gallon.
"Europeans are already
paying this much and more,
and the result is that they are
much less wasteful than
Americans in gasoline
consumption."
"I am against rationing,"
says Dr. Betty Chu, assistant
professor of economics,
"because it would invariably
create a black market and
encourage lawlessness, and
it could also cause a
detrimental gap in the
demand
and
supply
process."

Betty Chu
"I feel that rationing is
vastly more equitable than
Ford’s tarrif," says Garnel.
"It could be implemented
immediately, and would
effectively reduce gasoline

Sue Van Aria

Martin Primack

consumption."
"However, you must keep
in mind," he points out,"that
rationing is only a short term
answer to the energy
problem.
A
long-term

program, such as gasoline
tax, would have to be implemented after a year or
so."
The income tax rebate
President Ford has proposed

REAP helps battle re-entry trauma
Donna Ulna

Re-entry to college, after
years away from the
classroom, can be a
traumatic experience, according to Phyllis Sutphen,
coordinator of SJSU’s ReEntry Advisory Program
(REAP).
Established primarily for
returning adult students,
REAP offers assistance in
-academic
problem
solving," Sutphen said.
"It helps smooth the way"
back into the academic
world, she added.
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The re-entry road is not
easy, she said.
"Adults
both men and womenwho
have been away from the
educational mainstream for
a period of years" are often
tramatized by academic
regulations, enrollment red
tape, a change in their
personal life styles, and, in
general, coping with being a
student.
SJSU’s 1974 fall enrollment
included 9,000 re-entry
students; 34 per cent of the
total enrollment. Ninetyseven per cent of them are
upper division or graduate
students, and 67 per cent
attend classes on a part-time
basis.
The re-entry enrollment
has been increasing by
approximately 3 per cent
each semester. Sutphen
said that the majority are
men with only 3,732 female
re-entry students last fall
semester.
Sutphen explained that
men tend to out number
women
because
many
younger re-entry students
as-e veterans returning to
ivilian life and men seeking
promotions in their business
careers through additional
college credits and degrees.
In the over 40-years-of-age
group, women re-entry
students exceed the male
enrollment almost two-toone.
Sutphen said that these are
women whose children are
older and independent, and
who now seek new directions
for their lives.
But not all women re-entry
students have the choice of
waiting until their children
are independent.
"Many women return to
college because of divorce
or separation and must train
themselves for self sufficiency," Sutphen stated.
Other women return because

CALL FOR ENTRIES!
AAcademy of Art
College 46th Annual
Summer Study Grants

fi

Phyllis Sutphen
of a variety of other career
goal reasons.
Whatever their reasons,
the majority of re-entering
men and women students
find themselves facing
problems at home.

SEE YOUR ART TEACHER OR COUNSELOR FOR
FULL DETAILS AND APPLICATION INFORMATION’

sessions are held each week
in Room A of the Old
Cafeteria Building, where
REAP’s office is located,
Sutphen said. These sessions
deal with sharing of common
problems and information
gathering by the students,
assisted by peer counselors.
Meetings for this semester
will be held Mondays
a.m.),
(10:30-11:30
Tuesdays (12:30-1:30 p.m.
and
5:30-6:30
p.m.),
Wednesdays
( 1 : 3 0-2: 30
p.m. and 6-7:00 p.m.) and
Thursdays (10-11 a.m.).
The REAP office is open
from 9 a.m. until 8 p.m. each
school day except Fridays
when it closes at 5 p.m.,
according Sutphen.

Students support
power plant initiative
By Don Weber
Although SJSU lacks
notoriety as an activist
campus, students have thus
far supported the Nuclear
Safeguards Initiative in
sizeable numbers.
Volunteer workers,
organized under the title,
"People For Proof, the
California Committee for
Nuclear Safeguards," have
collected the signatures of
nearly 5,000 registered
voters on the SJSU campus
since Nov. 22.
To qualify for the June,
1976 ballot, the initiative
requires a statewide total of
315,000 signatures before
April 7.
Becky Duncan, Santa
Clara County coordinator for
the group, is confidant that
the 315,000 figure will be
surpassed.
"We’re
shooting
for
415,000," she said.
"With a large number of
signatures, we’re hoping to
make an impression on

California
business,
government officals and the
voters," she said.
So far, 231,389 California
voters have signed petitions
for the measure which
Duncan
describes
as,
"designed to place the
burden of proof regarding
nuclear powerplant safety on
the nuclear power industry
and utility companies in
California.’
There was no quota of
signatures established for
SJSU, but some initiative
volunteers are concerned
over student apathy.
Susan Craig, a petition
worker, expressed disappointment
that
many
passersby
were
not’
registered voters.
Duncan, however, explained that areas eventually "burn out"that is,
most of the people who are
interested in signing, have
already done so.
"That could be the case
with SJSU," she said.

Dope law heads

The Academy ol Art College will award Summer Study Grants to
deserving art students or the 1975 Summer Session This program
is tiered as a public service to young artists as an opportunity to
experience the quality education available at a professional art
college Students will benefit Irom an environment of highly moti
waled fellow art students together with the guidance of a professional
faculty lor six accelerated weeks ot instruction

or write
THE ACADEMY OF ART COLLEGE
625 SUTTER STREET SAN FRANCISCO CA 94102
14 1 5) 6 7 3 4 2 0 0

Some cite trouble with
their husbands who are
forced into new, heavier
roles in child-rearing and
house care.
Others find there are
problems of transportation,
adequate
child
care,
finances and how to study
with five children about.
The coordinator is assisted
in the program by re-entry
volunteer students who offer
free counseling on academic
problems and act as liaison
between these students and
other campus offices.
Personal problems and
financial assistance requests
are referred to professional
counselors on campus.
Small,
informal
rap

"We were very pleased
with the 1,800 signatures
collected during walkthrough registration,"
Duncan said.
Following the petitioners’
success during registration
time, less than 300 student
signatures were collected
during the first two days of
the new semester.
Duncan attributed the low
turn-out to students having
too many other things on
their minds.
"New classes, buying
books and things like that
keep people in a rush," she
said.
"We’re hoping that next
week students will be more
relaxed and have more extra
timewhich ought to give us
a better turn-out."
"There are experts on
both sides of the issue," she
said, "and we expectand
hope fora great deal of
wide-open public discussion
to take place after the
measure is on the ballot."

PLO jail
contains 70
prisoners
DAMASCUS, Syria AP)
The Palestine Liberation
Organization
unveiled
yesterday a "correction
center" where it said it holds
70 Palestinians disciplined
by the organization.
It was the first eyewitness
report of such a jail although
the PLO has been claiming
for some time that it is
disciplining
dissident
guerrillas by using its own
courts and prisons.
Ziad Abdel Fattah, an
official of the PLO news
agency Wafa, conducted
newsmen on a tour of the
prison, a converted twostory villa in the farming
village of Manoura, 10 miles
outside Damascus. Abdel
Fattah claimed the Manoura
prison was only one of
several
PLO
penal
institutions. He said the 70
prisoners at Manoura were
being held for various offenses "from drunkenness to
spying for Israel."
In general, hodever, little
is known about the fate of
Arab
hijackers
and
terrorists, many of whom
have been freed from jails
around the world by
Palestinian gunmen. Some
have been turned over to the
PLO, but feware thought to
be in prison.
The Manoura prison was
guarded by members of the
PLO’s internal police force
armed with automatic
weapons and pistols.
Two prisoners introduced
to the newsmen were
identified as
Chawkat
Youssef and Youssef Saleh
Hassan. Abdel Fattah said
they were members of a
five-man group captured in
the Persian Gulf sheikhdom
of Dubai last September.

has had many reactions,
including strong Democratic
opposition.
"Nobody knows exactly
what kind of tax cut is appropriate," says Nunn.
"Such a cut is neccesary,
and Ford’s proposal is
probably as reasonable as
any."
Snowbarger feels that
there are many variables yet
to be considered on the
rebate issue.
’In addition to the
magnitude of the rebate," he
says, "is the question of
distribution. The question of
equity also shrouds thin
issue."
Among the hardest hit by
Ford’s new proposals would
be social security recipients
and federal employees, who
would have a five per cent
cost of living ceiling imposed
on their income during the
1975 fiscal year.
"The five per cent ceiling
is wrong," says Dr. Sue van
Atta, assistant professor of
economics.
"I think that instead of a
five per cent ceiling, social
security recipients should
receive a 100 per cent
escalation on their income to
keep up with inflation.
"If we could protect the
people on social security,
such as the handicapped, the
sick, and the
elderly, we
will have eliminated much of
the damage caused by inflation."
Snowbarger doesn’t see
the move as being either
right or wrong, but as
merely singling out that
group to help the burden of
inflation.
Feel cheated
"Everyone is going to feel
cheated. If you compare
their situation with that of,
say, the guy with a family
who’s been out of work for
six months, you can see that
there are those who are even
worse off."
"You must keep in mind,"
points out Nunn, "that any
increase in benefits to Social
Security recipients will have
to come through higher

Social Security taxes from
the present work force.
"While any further loss of
income would make things
worse for recipients, the
young working force will be
the ones supporting any
increase in benefits."
Relaxing standards
Included
in
Ford’s
economic program is the
proposed relaxation of auto
emission standards during
the next five years.
"I don’t feel like dying of
cancer caused by breathing
polluted air," says Primack,
"I’m
strictly
against
relaxing pollution standards."
Chu feels that reduced
pollution standards is an
economic "trade-off."
"It’s human nature to
want to sacrifice something
like pollution standards so
we don’t have to sacrifice
something else. This is one
result of the Capitalist
system."
Snowbarger sees the
proposed
one
year
moratorium
on
Congressional spending as
"tying
the
hands
of
Congress."
"It could produce a
mandate for people to be
more selective in use of
government money," he
says," and would demand
stricter
justifications for
spending."
"Ideally, we could depend
on rationality rather than
government decree to cut
down the budget. It’s difficult, however, to hold down
spending, so maybe controls
are the only answer."

Disc Jockey
Classes forming now
evenings and Saturdays
Also FCC 1st class
license course
Dave Ware School
of Broadcasting
1901 S Bascom, Campbell

377-6000

PART TIME OR FULL TIME
SALARY TO 514,400
Job duties are largely that of counseling business
and corporate clients in the areas of pension,
estate planning, taxation, and finance. Such
duties require talents in interpersonal communication, marketing, and counselor style interviewing.
Fifty-six different courses, subjects and seminars
are designed to increase expertise in both technical and marketing skills. Veterans will receive
educational benefits for enrolling in the courses
from their Veterans Administration.
If the above areas interest you, and you prefer
the "Counselor Style" marketing, call or write
me at 777 North First Street, the Mezzanine,
San Jose, Ca. 95112,.294-5660. We’ll be happy
to visit with you about your career objectives.

John F. Wilcox, CLU
Conneticut Mutual Life

ADVENTURE TRAINING!

to Senate panel
The future of a reform bill decreasing the penalty for
marijuana possession in California will be determined by an
11 member Senate Judiciary Committee next month.
In an effort to gain support
for the controversial
marijuana bill, known as SB 95, the Organization for the
Reform of Marijuana Laws I NORML), is urging voters
write their state legislators and Senate Judiciary Committee
members which will hold hearings on Feb.11.
According to NORML, the California bill is modeled after
Oregon’s marijuana reform law of 1973. Oregon has reduced
small amounts of marijuana possession from a felony to an
infraction.
An infraction is punishable by a $100 maximum fine.
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ENROLL IN ARMY ROTC
AT SJSU!
Contact

Professor of Military Science, Room 309
MacOuarrie Hall, 277 2985

@ Army ROTC. The more you look at it, the better it looks.
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There will be an all day
miner entitled "Con once on Year-round
ducation" at 100 Skyport
r in San Jose.
SJSU faculty and other
rierested persons are hailed to attend the concence which is sponsored
many agencies, including
State Department of
location.
More information can be
litaMed from Dr. Walter
sushi, associate professor
elementary education.

Low cost preventive dental
are is available to the
eneral public at Foothill
’ollege. The dental hygiene
linic there will provide
.eth cleaning for two
flouride
ollars,
and
-eatment for one dollar.
The clinic also does X-rays
sr two to five dollars. The
allege is located at 12345 El
lonte Rd. in the Las Altos
lilts.

"Toesucking in Albania"
the announced title of a
alk by Chris Miller, an
ditor of
the
humor
ciagazine, the National
lampoon, in the S.U.
Ballroom Friday at noon.
According to a National
lampoon press release,
several editors of the
magazine will be speaking
about
contemporary
American humor on college
campuses to celebrate the
fifth anniversery of the
National Lampoon, which
will be in March.

A test of emergency sirens
N ill be held throughout Santa
Clara County tomorrow at 11
a.m. One siren is located on
SJSU at Seventh and San
Fernando street.
The sirens will blow a
steady blast for one minute,
remain silent for one minute,
then finish the test with a one
minute wailing blast.

UPI
reporter
Helen
Thomas will appear at the
Flint Center, De Anza
College, tomorrow at 8 p.m.
with a speech entitled
’Watchdog at the White
House."
Her speech is fourth in the
’Woman" lecture series.
Admission is two dollars to
be paid at the door.

By Carla Marinucci
SJSU students forced to
circle the downtown vicinity
in search of a morning
parking space might take
heart.
According to a garage
personnel at three major
campus lots, the scarce

space situation can be
chalked up to a beginning-ofsemester rush.
Commuters arriving at
school after 10 a.m. since the
beginning of the semester
have been met by "Full"
signs at both the Seventh and
Tenth Streets facilities and

at the Fourth Street lots.
Many students have been
search
required
to
surrounding streets to look
for a spot.
"Every semester, it starts
off with a bang, then slacks
off," said Cliff Cooper, attendant at one of the Fourth
Street parking lots. The

parking problem is at its
height "the first six weeks or
two
months
of
the
semester," Cooper stated.
Although lines of cars at
the facility have not been
"too long," Cooper said the
lot, which holds about 400
cars, has been filling to
capacity one hour earlier

Former profs busted
’No former SJSU instructors, David Landes
arid Gayle Southworth,
whose contracts were not
renewed last year by the
Economics
Department,
w ere arrested Monday
after their participation in
the siezure of the South
Vietnamese consulate in
downtown San Francisco.
Nineteen persons were
arrested and two persons
suffered injuries when
police and demonstrators
(lashed.
with
Charged

trespassing, Landes and
Southworth were taken into
custody by San Francisco
police and released on their
own recognizance the same
day.
Contacted at his San Jose
home, Southworth explained his participation in
the demonstration of 400
persons gathered to protest
renewed U.S. involvement
in Vietnam.
"As long as Ford and the
Pentagon are going to
escalate," said South worth. "we are going to

respond."
Southworth cited
"aggressive ventures" in
assessing the Vietnam
situation.
"The U.S. has renewed
reconnaissance flights,
pilots dressed as civilians
are flying bombing runs,
the Seventh Fleet is sailing
to Southeast Asia and Ford
is asking for more money
for Thieu and Cambodia,"
Southworth said.
Asked about Monday’s
arrests at the Flood
Building, Southworth told

the Daily, "It’s a public
building and people have a
right to be there.
"They just busted us to
get us out," Southworth
said. "The charges will
probably be dumped," he
added.
According to Southworth,
13 people entered the South
Vietnamese consulate and
"raised a little hell."
Southworth said the’,
stayed in the consulate for
an hour before police
arrested them.

Energy conservation not easy
By Karen Minkel
The outlook is grim for
SJSU if the country undergoes another major oil
shortage. Warm toes, outdoor lighting, free time and
convenience would go the
way of the 27.9 cent gallon of
gas.
After having cut back 25 to
30 per cent of its energy use
during the energy crunch
last year further cutbacks at
SJSU would require stronger
measures.
Dark nights
Nights would be darker
because the outdoor and
ornamental lighting would
be cut to a bare minimum,
according to Byron J.
Bollinger, superintendent of
plant operations.
This would mean turning
off every other street light
and all but two lights in each
set of 20 on the sides of
Duncan Hall, he said.
During the last crisis,
these lights were turned off,
but due to the number of
complaints from people who
did not feel safe in the dark,
Bollinger said he was
pressured to turn the lights
back on.
A possible solution to the
lighting problem could lie in
mercury vapor lights,
Bollinger said.
These lights, with their
pinkish -orange glow,
produce the same amount of
light as the presently used
incandescent bulbs for half
the energy. They also last
longer and stay brighter
longer. But, according to
Bollinger, the price tag is too
high ( 650 per bulb, as
compared to 64 per bulb).
Wasted heat
Thermostat heating in
classrooms
and
airconditioning also would be
cut. said Bollinger.
"And," Bollinger continued, "if people won’t

cooperate, we’ll just pump
less steam at the plant so
less heat or cool air) will
come through the units.
"But the biggest waste of
energy," said Bollinger, "is
the heating of unused
classrooms." The way the
heating system is set up, the
whole building must be
heated in order to heat just
one classroom.
Bollinger suggested that
the scheduling office consolidate the classes into as
few buildings as possible.
That way SJSU could close
off unused buildings and
save the energy, he said.
Bollinger’s suggestion was
termed "impossible," given
the present use of teaching
equipment, according to
Scott Anderson, coordinator
of record services. All of the
demonstration
equipment
used by teachers is permanent, he said, and cannot
readily be made transportable.
Anderson added that the
slow periods in terms of
empty classrooms was from
3 to 5 p.m. so the empty
buildings could only be shut
down for two hours.
Because Anderson said he
felt scheduling changes are
relatively impossible, he
suggested revising the
heating and cooling system
so portions of the buildings
not in useor even separate
classroomscould be closed
down.
Although classrooms
would not be shut down
during a severe crisis,
students may also have a
problem in getting to the
campus.
Gasoline rationing
of
rationing
Either
gasoline or exhorbitant
prices are a sure offshoot of
an oil shortage. With less
gasoline available, students
will have to choose between

the convenience of driving to selves, and there were just
school or some extra money. as many complaints from
If they choose not to spend people having to walk a few
money on gas, students, blocks, she said.
according to Barbara Besson
of Auxiliary Enterprises,
could take a bus.
County buses
A spokesman for the Santa
Transit
County
Clara
District said the county,
however, does not have any
extra buses at present and
the ones on routes are
already filled in the mornings when most students
come to school. More buses
Five candidates have been
will be added at an un- interviewed for the position
specified future date, he of permanent dean of the
added.
School of Applied Arts and
Nor should students look to Sciences.
SJSU for help in getting to
A committee of nine
campus. The university
owns four buses, two to take faculty members and one
instudent
students to the south cam- graduate
pus, one to ferry them to the terviewed the candidates
aeronautics campus, and one last week, but no decision is
expected for at least two
for science field trips.
The university cannot weeks, according to a
spokeswoman.
charter or buy more buses University
because the automotive
If none of the five is
allowance in the budget is deemed qualified for the
already needed for other position by the committee,
necessities, said Bollinger. others will be interviewed
"I’m not even sure we’ll for the position.
make it to June 30 on what
Dr.
Two candidates,
we have," he said.
Besson explained that the William Gustafson, acting
board of trustees of the state dean, and Dr. Paul Brown,
university and college professor and chairman of
system set the parking lot Department of Recreation
rates for all schools in the and Leisure Studies are
system. The crisis would currently SJSU employes.
have to be important enough
The other three are Dr.
for the trustees to warrant a John Wong, chairman of the
complete change in the California Health Manpower
system, she said.
Policy Commission; Dr.
Car pool service
Kenneth Devol, chairman of
The S.U. information desk the Journalism Department
runs a carpool service to at Cal State Northridge and
help students take ad- Dr. Stanley
Burnham,
vantage of people living near professor
physical
of
them, she said; but it did not education at the University
change of Texas, Austin.
significantly
students’ driving habits
All five were hesitant to
during the last crisis. Just as voice academic financial
many people came to priorities, saying only that
campus in cars by them- the money should be
budgeted into the schools
that will best serve student
education.
All five agreed that the
various school’s budgets
should not depend solely on
Full Time Enrollment (one
student taking 15 units or
more is one FTE ) figures,
but also on the financial
recent years.
needs of a school, such as
The Interior Department
high cost equipment.
building was emptied of all
but security personnel at 1
p.m. Wednesday, and most
of the 5,000 employes were
told not to return for the
remainder of the day.
A spokesman said guards
checked "room by room.
closet by closet, floor by
floor" for a bomb. No bomb
was found.
The Treasury Department
was emptied after a man
telephoned its security office
at 3:15 p.m. to say an explosion was imminent.

Five dean

candidates

interviewed

Bomb threats empty
government buildings
WASHINGTON (AP)
The departments of Interior
Treasury
were
and
evacuated and several other
federal installations searched Wednesday because of
further bomb threats in the
wake of an explosion at the
State Department and an
attempted bombing in
Oakland, Calif.
An anonymous male caller
told the Associated Press at
midday that bombs would go
off at the Smithsonian
Institution, the Department
of Agriculture and at
Interior Dept. before the day
was out. The Treasury
Department received a
separate call which warned,
"the Treasury will go up in
smoke in half an hour."
The man left if doubtful
whether he was part of the
same group, the Weather
Underground, which took
credit for the bombing at the
State Department and the
planting of a device in
Oakland which was found
and destroyed by demolition

experts as it ticked away.
were
Those
actions
represented as protests of
continued U.S. support of the
war in Southeast Asia.
The Federal Bureau of
Investigation said it has
intensified a long-time
search for individuals
believed to be part of the
Weather Underground.
for three
Particularly
women and five men thought
to be leaders of the
organization. The group has
claimed responsibility for
anitseveral
other
establishment bombings in

OWNERS

"If you get here late,
you’re out of luck," said Dee
Miller, graduate student in
the teaching credential
program. "The parking
problem is awful."
Dr. Warren Kallenbach,
professor of Elementary
education, said he has had to
rearrange his office hours to
facilitate his parking. "If I
come after 10:30 a.m., I
might as well give it up," he

said, adding that the parking
situation seems "worse than
last year."
One SJSU student had an
unusual solution to his
parking woes. Dale Cater,
busines.s junior, said that the
full parking lots have forced
him to park his car blocks
away from the campus.
His solution to the walking
distance?
"I thumb it back in."
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by Mr. Wilfred & staff
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SPECIAL
1. Tune -up
2. Adjust valves
3. Check compression
9. Adjust carburetor
5. Set timing
6. Change oJ
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8. 4 new spark plugs
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9. 3 quarts of oil

FOR OVER ONE YEAR
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Adjust brakes
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See the SJS Women’s Varsity Bowlers

go for their 4th straight tourney victory
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than last semesterat about
8:30 a.m.
The facility reopens for the
remainder of the day at
about 12:30 p.m., or about
one hour later than it did last
semester, he said.
Cooper noted that it is "a
little early to tell what the
trend is going to be," but
added that the number of
cars has been reduced in the
past as the semester continued.
"I have hopes that it will
settle down into a more even
pattern," Cooper stated.
The Seventh Street garage
operation has been "running
smoother this year," said
Robert Haller, the facility’s
garage attendant. Lines
have been shorter compared
to last semester, he stated,
when cars were at times
backed up to Highway 280,
several blocks away.
The garage, which can
park 2,000 vehicles, has been
erecting its "Full" notice at
about 9:15 a.m. and usually
will open up for the
remainder of the day at
noon.
Haller said that some
students have been complaining about not finding a
space, but he observed that
many drivers have been
arriving "one to a car." Two
ways to avoid the problem,
he stated, would be to increase the number of
passengers in the cars, and
to "get here early."
Jack Lehr, garage attendant at the Tenth Street
facility, said the parking
problem is "always the
same" at the beginning of
the semester.
Lehr acknowledged that
the start of the semester
usually results in a scarcity
of parking spaces, but the
problem has tapered off in
the past after the first six
weeks of school.
The 2,000-car capacity lot
on Tenth Street has been
filling up every morning by
10:30 a.m., but Lehr added,
by 1 p.m. there are sufficient
numbers of spaces for
drivers.
Some students who have
been attempting to park
their vehicles on the campus
lots have been pessimistic
about the situation.

"COURIER"

THE SERVICE LiZPARTMENT
3595 The Alameda Santa Clara
984-0610

An Independent Service Department for
Japanese Imports
Low Priced -Quality Work
Courteous -Dependable Service
Factory & Dealer Trained
Certified - Licensed
7:30 AM -5.30 PM SAT 9 AM -12 FOR EsTIMATES

in the

7th ANNUAL PAT WILEY INVITATIONAL
BOWLING TOURNEY
Sat. -Sun, Feb 1-2

STUDENT UNION GAMES AREA
277-3226
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Denver picks Wright in firs round
he was really happy to hay
members. Wright made an
By Steve Lopez
me," Wasick said.
impression with Ralston.
Dail
SJSU defensive back Louie
Probably at linebacker
Ralston impressed
Wright’s telephone rang at
"I’m pretty sure I’ll pla
"Our staff was really [.Spartan
8:30 Tuesday morning. The
linebacker, but it doesn
impressed with Wright both
call was from the Denver
matter where or who I pla
on and off the field," said
Broncos of the National
for. I’m just happy to get th
Ralston. "we went into the
Football League.
chance."
draft with the idea of taking
"They said they wanted to
The Chiefs’ linebackin:
the best athlete available,
talk to Mr. Louis Wright and
corps of last season seems t
hoping it would be a
I said that’s me," said the 6be slowly vanishing, with th
defensive player and we are
foot -3, 185 -pound senior.
"I was kind of surprised to announced retirement of All
extremely pleased to get that’s understandable.
"They said they picked me in
Opposing teams just didn’t be picked by Kansas City Pro Willie Lanier, and Bobb,
Louie."
the draft and I asked them
Wright was asked howit felt care to throw the ball in because they hadn’t con- Bell and Jim Lynch cons
what round. They said the
tacted me before the draft." templating calling it quits!
to be picked over Ohio State Wright’s direction.
first. I thought maybe I was
Wasick, a 6-foot-3, 220But Wasick explained that
But Wasick hasn’t ye
star Colzie, who was tabbed
dreaming."
by many as the top defensive pounder, has also been the San Francisco 49ers and decided who he’ll play fo
It was no dream. Wright
contacted by the Victoria, their ex -defensive coor- and doesn’t seem to be to(
back in the nation.
was the 17th man selected in
the draft. He was the first
"I’m really happy," he B.C. Lions of the Canadian dinator Paul Wiggin, who perturbed about making
recently
became head decision.
football player in the history
said. "He’s good. We played Football League.
Although he was tabbed in mentor at K.C., had scouted
"Money won’t be an im
of SJSU to be picked in the
together in the Senior Bowl.
portant factor in mj
Spartan
round.
first
Yeah, there’s no doubt he’s the sixth round, Wasick was him.
Wasick may be a bit too decision," he said. "It wil
defensive lineman Dave
good, but I think I’m good, the Chief’s third choice, the
team having traded away small by pro standards to depend on which area I Ilk(
Wasick also went high in the
too."
play the line, and may be better and with which team .
being
Tuesday,
Wright came to SJSU from three picks.
draft
Wasick happy
facing
a
change
to think I’ll have the bettei
Bakersfield on a track
grabbed by the Kansas City
"I’m just happy I got linebacker in the pros.
opportunity playing with.’
scholarship. He’s missed
Chiefs in the sixth round.
drafted
at
all,"
said
the
"He
(
Wiggin ) called me
McBee is SJSU’s
McBee In 11th
spring football practice in
PCAA
defensive
player
of
and
said
he didn’t know leading receiver, despiti
both. of his years at SJSU
Spartan wide receiver Ike
the
year.
where
I’ll be playing but that missing half the season the
because of his involvement
McBee was picked yesterday WRIGHT AND WASICKLouie Wright (18) grabs ball carrier, Dave Wasick (81) closes in
year after suffering a km(
with track as a sprinter and
in the 11th round by the San
injury against San Diegc
Diego Chargers.
"I’m feelin’ pretty good,"
",,I’m happy to go to a good
Wright played in both the long jumper. He’s clocked a
State.
dash, 21.8
Wright was still bubbling said the man who was the team like Denver," Wright East-West Shrine game and 9.7 in the 100-yard
over his selection late first defensive back chosen said. "They’ve got a good the Senior Bowl this season. in the 220, and jumped over
CLOSING SOON
Tuesday afternoon, ac- in the draft. All-American defensive backfield and I In the latter, Denver coach .25 feet.
Wright snagged only one
cepting congratulations and Neal Colzie of Ohio State was just hope I can make it a John Ralston guided the
season,
but
interception
this
gNIE
joking with friends at the picked later in the first round little better. I didn’t know if North team, of which both
I’d be picked in the first." Wright and Colzie were
by the Oakland Raiders.
Spartan football office.
Rudy Guevara ( 118 ),
The wrestling team will
have its strongest line-up of Eddie Ortiz ( 1261, Greg Hill
the season on the mat (134), Steve Dick (142), Mike
Saturday night. Assistant Snipes or Pat Tillman (1501,
coach Tim Kerr announced Jim Niskanan (158), Dean
the return of two starters in Prescott ( 167 ), Marcus
STUDENT RUSH
( 177 ),
Mario
the 6 p.m. contest to be held Schuff
l’4 price, 15 Min.
in the Spartan Gym. Rodriquez t 190), and Mike
before curtain)
Sacramento State is the Rauschnot or Steve Cuffaro
STUDENT DISCOUNT
(Hwt. ).
opposition.
with 1.1/1
151.00
By Mike Garcia
Two outstanding freshmen
Eddie Ortiz has become
For GROUP SALES call
Although the Spartan elegible for athletics after on the team are Snipes and
The Bears increased their
-Keith Young put together
776-7614
By Dan Bertellotti
333 riCi(lk
his best back-to-back games margin to 51-33 with 1:45 left gymnastics team goes into being
Lillie Fox Th
ineligible
last Cuffaro. But they will have ITi,,
Francisco. Box Office Phone 434.4SJSU’s basketball team is
of the season last weekend, in the half, but SJSU scored Saturday’s meet with an 0-3 semester and Marcus Schuff to fight for starting spots in San
AlsoTicketron, Macy’s & leading syn..
glad to be back in the cozy
and that’s encouraging," the last five points to make it record, coach Richard Chew has come off the injury list. practice this week.
confines of San Jose after a
is very optimistic.
said Morrison. "Leonard 51-38 at half.
near month-long road trip
Although Kerr still feels
SJSU will host Chico State
Spartans rally
although
Aramato,
which produced a 1-3 mark.
Berkeley, which led all the at Spartan Gym at 7:30 p.m. the team is weak at upper
weakened by flu, played to
The Spartans, 13-8 overall
Bolstering Chew’s op- weights with four seniors in
way, was in command by at
his form of last year.
and 1-1 in the PCAA, return
JUST OUT IN
"San Jose has demon- least five points until for- timism is the return of two of the line-up the team is more
to action Saturday night
PAPERBACK!
strated, as we had felt all ward Ronnie Fair banged in his top athletes. John experienced.
against the University of
and
Gordon
along, that they have ex- a jumper at the 3:50 mark to Cameron
record
overall
Pacific Tigers in an 8:05
team’s
The
be
returning
80-77.
will
close
San
Jose
to
Everett
cellent depth, size and extipoff at San Jose Civic
is 6-11 which Kerr attributes
But Bear captain Rickie after long absences.
perience. To beat San Jose
Auditorium.
Cameron missed the first to injuries and lack of depth.
there will take our best effort Hawthorne took control,
California’s Golden Bears
Injured are Guy Duster,
due
to
meets
of the season," said running a stall offense, three
Don Orndorff
handed SJSU its eighth loss
forcing San Jose to foul to get mononucleosis, this week he Mike Gaynor, Rafael Meza,
Morrison.
of the season Tuesday night games, beating Fresno
the ball. He scored eight got a doctor’s go-ahead to Tom Roberts, and Mitch
Orndorff hot
in Harmon Gym, 92-85, State, 82-74, but getting
Even Don Orndorff’s points, six on the line, in the compete. Chew says he Steinauer. Joe Halbleib is
behind some clutch free shellacked by the 49ers, 87- season high wasn’t enough to last three minutes to salt the should make a big difference wrestling with a broken
throw shooting in the late 56.
because "he’s worth 20 nose.
rally the Spartans from a 18- game away.
going.
Last week’s co-PCAA points."
UOP is led by senior guard point deficit in the first half
Lack of depth is shown by
With the loss, San Jose’s and co-captain Keith Young,. against Cal.
Everett was ineligible last
player of the week, Pete
a recent meet in which SJSU
road record fell to 7-7. The a transfer from Minnesota.
Orndorff broke a bone in Miller along with Young semester, but has since been forfeited two matches and
Spartans must be happy to This year he’s the leading his shooting hand this month and Bob Gross of Long cleared for competition. He
return to Civic Auditorium; scorer hitting at a 12.9 clip against Portland State. So Beach), added 16 tallies was the PCAA champion in another meet in which five of
SJSU is 1-1 in games at Civic overall, but is scoring 18.5 in with his hand taped up, he before fouling out with 4:22 the pommel horse last year. the 10 wrestlers were freshmen. In a meet with Cal,
and 5-0 in Spartan Gym for a PCAA contests.
In their meet last Friday,
bucketed 19 points, including left.
football star Dave Wasick
home record of 6-1.
Miller’s guardrunning
The Tigers, like SJSU, 13 in the last half and nine
the gymnasts lost to volunteered to fill a vacant
UOP game crucial
mate Pat Barrett was next Fullerton State 191.75boast balanced scoring with from the free throw line.
spot. He lost.
The UOP game is crucial three players besides Young
174.35. They were beaten by
Cal came out smoking, with 14 and Fair had 13.
for both teams , who are still averaging in double figures. blowing to a 12-0 lead as San
"wonderful, misshapen Valentine of
To make things worse,
The San JoseUOP game wide margins in the rings
chasing PCAA leader Long
a novel ...the most affecting love
UOP coach Stan Morrison, Jose couldn’t find the hoop. will be broadcast over both and parallel bars and lost the Kerr says they have been
1
.
)
0
2
The in his third year at the helm,
Beach State 49ers
story in ages."Cosmopolitan
Center Rick Darnell hit a KXRX ( 1500) and KSJS floor exercises, pommel "hot and cold" this season.
Tigers, like the Spartans, is very optimistic about bucket with 4:08 gone to 190.71 starting with a pre- horse, and vaulting by close The team has beaten
NOMINATED FOR THE NATIONAL BOOK AWARD
split their first two league Saturday’s game.
Humboldt, a Far Western
game show at 8 p.m.
scores.
make it 12-2.
$1.75 wherever paperbacks are sold
Mike Grimm was tops for Conference powerhouse but
BALLANTINE BOOKS
the Spartans in pommel has lost to weaker teams.
the
for
line-up
The
and
horse, parallel bars
Saturday match is:
horizontal bar.
Chew sees Chico as
capable of scoring 190 points.
A perfect score is 240 and
any team that scores 200 is
considered a national conheld in Davis in March.
Gaines Area Manager.
Members of the Spartan tender. he says his team’s
By Nick \ ascii
Teams winning regional bowling teams put in many
Gregory termed the Las
goal is to break 190.
Vegas win impressive, for it tournaments will qualify for hours
"Strike!"
each
week
in
Chew also said that
No it’s not baseball season came in the "largest the national team tour- preparation for tournaments
gymnastics at Chico is a
yet, but strikes and spares collegiate bowling tour- nament to be held in Dayton, and league matches, ac- "revenue" sport because its
will abound in the seventh nament" involving teams Ohio.
cording to Gregory.
meets are often attended by
While the men’s team has
annual
Pat
Wiley from 12 states.
Hassler said she bowls at as many as 5,000 people.
In the first-half standings not been as successful as the least 15 hours a week, as well
Invitational
Bowling
Chew is attempting to
Tourney at 10 a.m., Saturday of the six-member Northern women’s, men’s coach Pat as competing in various
by
bolster attendance
and Sunday in the S.U. California
Intercollegiate Wiley said his team may win leagues.
designating Saturday’s meet
Master League, the Spartan this weekend’s tournament
Games Area.
Gregory noted that money "Gymnastics Club Night,"
SJSU’s women’s bowling women’s team ranks first "if they get hot."
for league play comes out of and has invited local gymSJSU’s women’s team
team, winners of the Las and the men’s team third.
nastics clubs to attend.
"the player’s pocket."
Other schools in the league possesses four of the five
Vegas Invitational Tournament over semester are Chico State, Santa Clara, highest average bowlers in
break, will be trying for its Stanford, UC Davis and De the Spartans’ leagueDiane
Weeks (first) and Pat
fo ’rth tournament win of the Anza College.
Gregory said the Wiley Ressler, Pat Kovach and
St ,son.
Pop open a cold can
The women’s team will Tournament will be "more Clare Blieden (third, fourth
first chance you get.
Take a taste of the bold ens.
compete in a field of four, good competition" for the and fifth respectively).
John Nunes and John
while the men will face 11 Spartans who are getting
bowling squads, according to ready for the Association of Stoops of the men’s team
Effective January 1, 1975 the State Law makes It
Terry Gregory, women’s College Unions International have bowled 300 games,
cumpulsory to have automobile insurance. Any
bowling coach and S.U. Regional Tournament to be Nunes last weekend.
person not so insured is subject to a stiff fine and
losssaf his driver’s license,

sports

Spartans host
Hornets on mat

Home after Cal loss

Cagers oppose UOP
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Gymnasts
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vs. Chico
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Women bowlers seek crown

over weekend at S.U. lanes

Look out for
t b ’

New State Law Requires
All Cal
Drivers to be Insured

Basketball
rosters
available

DO YOU FEEL
UNLOVED?
Come to this Christian Science Lecture

Rosters for the Associated
Students Leisure Services
intramural
basketball
league are now available. All
teams that participated in
last semester’s tournament,
plus new teams must fill out
rosters.
Rosters may be picked up
in the Leisure Services
Office and must be turned in
by Feb. 10.

"HOW TO LOVE AND BE LOVED" by
William Henry Alton, a Christian Science
Practitioner and Teacher, on Monday
evening, February 3rd at 8 o’clock in the
Fellowship Hall of the First Congregational Church, 1980 Hamilton Avenue. (corner of Hamilton and Leigh) Sponsored by
Second Church of Christ, Scientist, San
Jose. Care for small children provided.
All are welcome.

FOR SEVEN YEARS WE
HAVE BEEN INSURING
COLLEGE STUDENTS AT
SPECIAL LOWER RATES
For more information or a no -hassle quote
call or come by...

CAMPUS INSURANCE
2898681

404 So. Third
curlier of 3rd and San Salva(1,0

LIQU(
1.IQ
Nobody makes malt liquor like Schlitz. Nobody.
1974 los. Schliti 8,ewina Co. Milwaukee and toe world.
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S. schedules
errific maybes

av

e A.S. Program Cornsion is planning a
ntially terrific semester
up of entertainment.
t is, a lot of exciting
gs are on tap but the only
gram that is definite so
is the schedule of Weday Flicks, which opened
week with a special free
sentation of "Friends."
e A.S. Program Cornion works in five areas:
, dance and drama,
temporary arts, classical
forums. Volunteer inns handle technical
angements of security,
nning, projection and
ets.
rogram adviser Ted
rke and the commission
in the process of making
angements for a variety
performances.
edienne Lily Tomlin will
here when contract
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There IS a
difference!!!
EAOAE

MCAT
DAT
LSAT
GRE
ATGSB
OCAT
CPAT
FLEX
[CRAG
NAT’L MED BDS
Over 35 years
of experience
and success
Small classes

voluminous home
study materials

Courses that are
constantly updated

tape facilities for
reviews of class
lessons and for use
of supplementary
materials

klake,ups for
mined lessons

THOUSANDS HAVE
RAISED THEIR SCORES
on. or WI

25 Taylor Street
San Francisco, Ca. 94102
(415)6 /3.837

41
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negotiations can be worked
out. Black pianist Natalie
Honduras will be on campus
sometime in May. Gil ScottHeron, poet-composer with
the Midnight Band, will
hopefully be available to
perform.
There are, of course, some
definite plans in addition to
the Wednesday Flick series.
Assasination expert Rusty
Rhodes will probe the John
F. Kennedy killing in a
presentation Feb. 12 in
Morris Dailey. Classical
guitarist Carlos Montoya
will appear on March 13.
Wednesday Flicks
The Wednesday Flicks
includes a roster of thirteen
movies over the rest of the
semester, including such
blockbusters as "The Great
Gatsby," "Last Tango in
Paris," the award-winning
The Conversation," and
Woody Allen’s "Sleeper."
Most of the movies will
cost students 50 cents but a
few of the box office biggies
will be 75 cents or $1.
Gehrke is particularly
excited about the impending
arrival of Anthony Braxton,
an avant-garde black jazz
musician who will be on
campus from March 3 to
March 16, giving woodwind
classes, an informal jazz
session,
and
a
solo
saxophone concert.
Braxton, who recently
signed with the Clive Davis
band, is still a "maybe" for
the semester program
because of financial details.
Black Dimensions dance
The
Dance -Drama
Committee will be sponsoring the Black Dimensions
dance group sometime in
February, as soon as a
facility for the performance
is secured.
One personality that will
not be appearing is exSenator Sam Ervin, who
would have cost the commission $1500 and was
therefore voted down as a
possible speaker.

REE CONCERT
MAGRAM

JONAS
MUSICIAN
VOCALIST
TRANSCENDENTAL
MEDITATION
8 PM Thurs Jan 30th
Pacifica RoomS.U.

You told your new
roommate you dig
B. B. King and he
thinks she’s great
too.
You owe yourself an Oly.
OLY.4

oa
Olympia 13re,"..;
All Olyripie empties are recyclable

THE NAME SATISFACTION
MADE FAMOUS

pENEVI
CAMERA

LOWEST PRICES
EVER

20%
OFF

F.

4

On All
Darkroom
Supplies

’President’s Men’
good as Conan Doyle

Spartan Dail,

arts

By Joel Konopken
Those who’ve been on
Mars these past few years
and want to read a good
detective novel might try
All the President’s Men,"
by
Washington
Post
reptrters Carl Bernstein and
Bob Woodward.
Even those who’ve been on
Earth as Watergate unfolded
might like it, and have a
number of reasons for doing
so. It’s just that drama won’t
be one of them.
"All the President’s Men"
is the story of how we know
about Watergate. It’s the
story of two young journalists who both cringed
upon discovering the other
was covering the initial
burglary,
then
waded
together through the valley

’Found art’
show set
Saturday

SABINA FAIRWEATHER, played by Monica Cappuccini, seduces Mr. Antrobus, played
by Hap Holm, at the ’mammals’ convention in Atlantic City.

’Skin of Our Teeth’

Wilder’s comedy a hit
By Terry Britton
Confronted with the Ice
Age, the ’Great Flood’ of the
Bible and the desolate
remains of the ’Great War’
(all world wars), any
audience might feel lucky to
survive Thorton Wilder’s
"The Skin of Our Teeth,"
currently being staged at the
San Jose Actors Repertory
Theater.
Wilder’s play, in the vein
of theater of the absurd,
takes a humorous and
sometimes caustic look at
the American way of approaching calamity. At the
same time, it is an
allegorical
tale
about
mankind’s continual cycle of
just barely escaping from
both natural and manmade
catastrophes.
All the comforts of
Wilder’s earlier Pulizer
Prize winner "Our Town"
are missing from this play.
No real stability exists in the
lives of this "typical"
American
family,
the
Anthrobus’s of Excelsior,
New Jersey.
That lack of stability not
only unsettles any audience
which views this play, but it
also makes great demands
upon the abilities of the
actors too.
The cast of "The Skin of
Our Teeth" has done an
admirable job of meeting
this challenge. Sometimes
they don’t quite make it, but
that doesn’t sour this
generally good production

40 So. First
San Jose
279-1681

SAVE ON
BACK TO
SCHOOL

SPECIALS
FULL
INVENTORY
CAMERAS &
ACCESSORIES
DARKROOM AND
CHEMICAL SUPPLIES
SPECIAL FILM PRICES

now playing at the A.R.T.
Most of the credit for the
success of this production
should go to the excellent
performances given by Hap
Holm as Mr. Antrobus and
Monica Cappuccini as
Sabina his maid and
sometimes seductress.
Holm shows himself to be a
solid and versatile performer throughout the
breadth and length of this
play, perhaps the most
demanding of any of
playwright Wilder’s efforts.
He is at his funniest as he
returns home from his trials
amidst the cruel outside
world of the city and the Ice
Age in the first act and beats
on the door of his "castle" or
"cave" and blusters to his
wife and children upon entry, "Well, Maggie, you old
gunny -sack, how’s the
broken down old weather
hen?...And the children,
how’ve the little smelters
been?"
But in the third act, after
the "Great War," Holm is at
his best when he gives the
audience a
grasp of
Antrobus’s more reflective
side and, since Antrobus
personifies all mankind, a
more discerning view of how
the deep thinkers, the
philosophers throughout
history, have perceived the
plight of man on his "razoredge" of existence.
Undoubtedly, it is the fine
portrayal of Sabina by itself
by Monica Cappuccini which
makes this production worth
seeing and experiencing.
Cappuccini’s deft handling
of lines and her ability to
seemingly step in and out of
the role as Sabina to become
a narrator who explains
Wilder’s intent in this scene
or that and to act as his
adversary is quite something
to witness.
She surprises when as
Sabina she vents her consternation and loathing for
the play.

THE
SHIRT WHEEL
Famous Maker Shirts
Western, Knits, Sport
shirts, Dress Shirts
Reg. Price $10-$25
OUR TWO PRICES
$5.95anci $7.95
Come in and check
us out!
510 S. 10th St.
San Jose
10th & Williams
Near S.J. State
295-0144
OPEN TUES.-SAT.
10,MC & BAG ACCEPTED

"I can’t invent any words
for this play," says Cappuccini in the play’s first act,
"and I’m glad I can’t. I hate
this play and every word in
it."
There are faults in this
production, to be sure. The
sometimes deadly-slow pace
and the overdone fumbling of
the "stage crew" as it
auditions for parts to replace
the regular cast, which has
come down with food
poisoning, come readily to
mind.
In the final assessment,
Wilder’s play deserves
seeing because it was the
forerunner of many later
productions which were to
break away from the old,
formal
methods
of
playwriting and staging.
The
final two performances of this production
are this Friday and Saturday
at 8 p.m. at the Actors
Repertory Theater located
at 249 S. Second St. in San
Jose. Further information
may be obtained by calling
266-0466.

"Explosion of the Cube
Fragmentia Praecox," a
major showing of the works
of George Herms opens 8
p.m. Saturday in Gallery I of
the Art Building.
Herms is a specialist in
found art. Found art is using
objects found on the street,
in junk yards, or else where
to represent other objects, or
in creating collages.
At a showing at the
University of California,
Davis, his works were
described as speaking "with
shapes that are historical
and social and that are
weathering back to their
origins."
Not only an artist, Herms
is also a poet, writer, film
maker and printer. He is the
self-professed father of PostConceptualism.
There will be a reception
for the artist at the Saturday
night opening. The showing
will run through February
28. Gallery hours are from 11
a.m. to 4 p.m., Monday
through Friday.

of muck, surviving threats,
uncooperative sources,
unconfirmed rumors and
several of their own blunders
to get the story.
Deep Throat
There’s even a mysterious
source known only as "Deep
Throat" (no relation to the
movie) who conducts late
night
rendevous
with
Woodward in an
underground parking garage.
Sir Arthur Conan Doyle
never produced this much
intrigue.
One of the ironies of
Watergate is that Richard
Nixon’s tormentors included,
besides
the
Democrats and journalists
whose support he wasn’t
expecting, a number of individuals who came to
Washington to serve in his
government or to see him
re-elected.
These are the anonymous
sources, be they "informed," "well-placed,"
"unusually well- placed" or
"close to the investigation."
The ones of whom it is said,
"If he wants me to believe
him, why won’t he identify
himself?"
Stark terror
The book goes a long way

to explaining why not. The
most
interesting
"revelation- in the book is
the stark terror the mention
of H. R. Haldeman’s name
created.
When Haldeman was
suspected of being one of
those in control of a secret
fund at the Committee to Reelect the President, usually
cooperative sources suddenly became difficult.
As a result, Woodward and
Bernstein
printed
an
erroneous story stating that
Hugh Sloan, the young CRP
treasurer who got out when
he saw something smelled,
had so accused Haldeman to
a grand jury. On this and
other occasions it becomes
evident how close America
came to never getting the
story.
Good triumphs
But the story got out, and
the reporters were honest
enough to admit they were
elated when the White House
started confessing more than
it would have liked to. In one
story they threw nine months
of denials land non -denials)
back at the White House in a
tone which suggested the
ultimate triumph of good
over evil.
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"A cross
between
Love Story
and
Last Tango
In Paris!"
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and "Putney Swope"

SPECIAL
from the

LA PLAZITA
Mexican restaurant

LA PLAIITA
998-9199

89

E. San Fernando (between 2nd & 3rd sts.)

Now that you have tried our food, we are continuing
our special by

popular demand.

Valuable Coupon

If you haven’t tried

our food, now is the time to do so at a saving. We are
open for breakfast, lunch or dinner on Mon thru Thur
11 am -9 pm, Fri -Sat 9 am -12 midnight and Sun 9am-

Two Enchiladas

9 pm. Come try us!

with rice and beans

99’

good until Feb. 6, ’75

classified
announcements
LEARN
SELF-HYPNOSIS.
Help
yourself to improved grades, im
proved
perception,
improved
memory, improved concentration, &
improved
creativity
Licensed
Practitioner. 371-2992.
BALLETCollege-age
classes at
Eufrazia School of Ballet. Essential
-technique" for beginning and in
termediate students Small classes,
individual
attention
Beverly
Eufrazia Grant, Director 241 1300.
FRIDAY FLICKS PRESENTS: The
great trip back into the fifties,
AMERICAN GRAFFITI. Ronnie
Howard asks.
were you In
’622" This Friday in Morris Dailey
Aud 1 31 75 Two shows: TA 10 pm.
Only 50 cents
week, Brian s
Song is free admission) Sponsored
by Alpha Phi Omega.

"where

2 berm FURNISH, S170 00 I STUDIO
FURNISH, 5110.00 457 S Ninth St.
Phone 2094e43.
COUPLE WANTED TO SHARE
FARM HOUSE IN ALMADEN
VALLEY *42 GRAD STUDENTS
5135 my + util Call 370-0359 or 353.
2115.
Do you really care about Handicapped
People? Understanding female
sought to share apt with sensitive
young man W C P and voice defect.
Call 2982304 after 5.00 pm
Furs. I LLLLL Bedroom FOR RENT
5150 a MO. 203 Persons Call Collect
779 5597 11th and San Fernando

housing
SPACE FOR STLI010 OR WORK
SHOP FROM 595 423-11331
SANTA CRUZ A,1 LOCATION
Roomate Wanted for 3 bedroom house.
Non smoker only Near Shopping 15
Tin Once to 5.1 575 264 6589
Room for Rent In 3 bedroom Santa
Clara Home. Kitchen Priveledges
Washer & Dryer. S115, plus sharing
phone L utilities. Call John Gibb
14151 926 1935 (Work) cr (408) 241
3825
Studio Apt. Furnished on N 7th Exec.
cond
Rent 513000 Dep, 5100.00
Pacheco & Associates 244,3650

car wished

Driver with
to share in.
pens* of Berkoley.San Jose MI.
mute 5 days a week Call George
(415) 149 0055 After 7 p rrs
Male looking for female (about 251 to
share two bedroom house 225 3050

OPPORTUNITY, sparetime. earn up
to 5100 weekly in your home ad
dressing circulars! List of firms
with offers sent for just 52.03!
WO
Smith
En
terprises, Box 561 -All, Sunnyvale.
Calif. 94010

Professional Typist, last, accurate.
dependable Mrs Alice Emmerich
249 2864

COUPLES: Combine spare time to
prodgce unlimited
Income
in
growthg interment business. Call
Marsal Associates bens! 800 12:00
A.M & 6:30 7 30 PM M Sat for
appt 257-3305

Journeyman Mechanic will
on auto repairs Major rapers On
Foreign cars
Minor only on
American cars Ex, VW tune up 025
total, all work guaranteed STEVE
GEDDES 247 3866

Guaranteed!

JOSS IN ALASKA" handbookhow
to work and live in Alaska Latest
pipeline information 5300 JIA, Box
7, Norwich, VI 05055.

Roommate nikededFurn
2 Bch,
Apt. in Lge Apt. Complex. Tennis
Cl,, pools, sauna, clubhouse, etc.
5125 968-2360.

Next

for sale
Flocked Velvet P eeeeee
variety
52.50 each, New summer king sloe
tapestries S5.50 Incense pack of 25
for 50 cents Large variety of patches
Iron on tr
. Improted walking
from Indi.
Pipes and
paraphanallas. strobe lights. Large
variety of black lights, one Mode
from the college. 801. San Fernando
St,

help wanted

personals
Single Adults. Enrich your life by
attending coffee, fellowship & Bible
study, 8 45 10 15 am, Sundays. Bit 0
Sweden Restaurant (behind Sears.
San Carlos & Meridian) Provision
for children

services

WOMEN to work in BOOLStect work
study at SAME TIME (wages Or
rent) 455 E Williams St. Between
10th L Ilth 51. 736-5050.

A

automotive
save you s

travel
EUROPEASRAELAFRICA.ORIENT
Student flights year round. CON
TACTL ISCA 11617 San Vicente
Blvd No ,t L A Calif 90049 TEL
12131 026-5660, 926295$

entertainment
FRIDAY

FLICKS PRESENTS. The
back into the fifties,
AMERICAN GRAFFITI. Ronnie
Howard asks. "Where were you in
’621" This Friday in Morris Dailey
Aucl 131 75 Two shows 7$ 10 Pm.
Only 50 cents Next week. Brian’s
Song is free admission!
by Alpha Phi Omega

wee! !rip

sponsored

WEDDING PHOTOGRAPHY. Gentle,
All Natural color. photography for
your wedding You keep all photos
taken plus Inc original negatives and
a free white emobssed album
Budget priced for
Please call for details
Photography by Dale Maggie 297
2601 Evenings

wore

TFA GRADS PROVS EARN s2000 or
more 8. FREE Si WEEKS IN
EUROPE,
AFRICA,
ASIA.
Nationwide
educational
organization needs qualified leaders
for If S. and College groups. Send
name, address, phone, school,
resume, leadership experience to.
Center for Foreign Study, P.O. Box
606, Ann Arbor. MI 48107

,

highest Quality

hair
Unw
removed
professionally by a Registered
Nurse Electrologist
Ph
265.1464
1-9 PM 2186 Lincoln Ave
SUMMER JOSS FOR 75 NO ex
Apply
penance net
jobs
at State and Federal Parks, Guest
Ranches. Imola’ resortS, Private
camps
Learn How, When and
Where to apply. Recline Over TC
California names
addresses
Send 5300 to J.0 8. P.0 Box 700
Monterey, CA 93940

tor

and

SELL IT
WITH A
SPARTAN DAILY

CLASSIFIED AD!!
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No change in CAR refund policy
continued from page 1
"We don’t feel that it is fair
not to permit the student a
refund,"
reasonable
The
said.
Anderson
administration
university
desires a change in Title V
that would provide partial
refunds, he said.
"Until Title V is changed,
our hands are tied. Ever
since the beginning of CAR,
we’ve been pushing for a
refund policy change,"
Anderson said.
One reason for the policy
might be because students
may enroll for more classes
than they are able to afford
and later drop units, thus

"creating an artificial
demand for the classes,"
Anderson said.
No authority
"There is no authority in
Title V to make a partial
Garvin
said
refund,"
Ivans,controller for SJSU.
"A student may exchange
one class for another
I without additional charges)
but we can’t make partial
refunds," he said.
!vans said students could
get partial refunds if the
university could not provide
services for the enrolled
class, if the student was
found ineligible for the class,
if a professor died, or some

other
"extraordinary
situation that precludes that
contract.
"We cannot do that indiscriminately," he added.
"All the fees we collect are
budget resources. If we are
short on revenues, we wil be
short on operating resources," Ivens said.
About $5 million in
operating resources are
generated out of registration
and application fees annually that are included in a
$40 million overall annual
operating budget, he said.
"I’d like to see and billing
and collection system implemented where a per-rata

Sweet tooth copped

refund would be feasible," the policy," said Edmond
he said.
Macias, assistant viceIssue Studied
chancellor of business af!vans said the bead of fairs for the office of the
trustees is studying the chancellor.
provisions in Title V that
If the four -tier fee
were
affect refunds.
payment system
Title V is administrative changed back to the two-tier
and can be amended by the system the board of trustees
trustees. "All they have to do could make partial refunds,
is file the amendment with Macias said.
No Concern
the secretary of state," he
said.
However, one reason why
Ivens added that he is no action has been taken is
going to push for changes in because, "There’s been no
the refund policy provisions concern expressed by the
other
of
in Title V to take effect by presidents
next fall.
universities relative to this
"We have not taken any policy," he said.
action at this time to modify
The refund policy is being
considered by the vicechancellors, and has been
under the board of trustees

Sugar still rationed in S.U.
By Lynne Lajeunessc
Increases in sugar prices
over the last year have
forced the Student Union
Food Services office to
continue to ration sugar
packets.
Students are asked if they
desire sugar or not and are
limited to two free packets
per cup, according to
Michael Dolan, food services
vending and rental manager.
Additional packets can be
purchased for one cent per
packet.
Dolan stated that the price
of sugar packets have increased 49 per cent as of last
April, and have reportedly
risen another 55 per cent
since then.

When asked if he had some
proof that rationing helped
keep the price down, he said
that it was "never figured
out" because of a lack of
time.
Rationing, according to
Dolan, was brought on by the
fact that sugar was being
used as fast as it could be
purchased.
and
waste
Stealing,
general use figured in to the
use rate, Dolan said.
Dolan said food services
into
the
looked
has
possibility of buying bulk
sugar and putting it in
containers on the tables, but
he said, "it is too inviting"
and tends to disappear faster
than the individual packets.

Dolan also stated that the
rationing would continue
until the price of sugar
drops.
Most students, however,
meet the rationing with very
little concern.
Several
students
interviewed at the Student
Union said they did not care
whether or not sugar was
rationed as long as the
amount was not cut down
anymore.
A freshman business
management major stated,
"If rationing helps keep the
prices down, I can see the
point, but it it doesn’t help,
then why the big deal?"
One student, observed
pouring three packets of

IUD may cause death;
Dalkon sales stopped
Continued from page I
Death occurred quite
rapidly, within 31 to 72 hours
after the first symptoms.
But the FDA and Robins
have stressed that infections
occurred only in women who
were pregnant and usually in
the fourth, fifth or sixth
months of a pregnancy.
In at least three of the
cases that resulted in death,
the first symptoms were
"disarmingly
innocuous,"
according to Dr. Christian,
and resembled the flusore
throat, fever, earache and
diarrhea.
Even if the Dalkon Shield
is removed early in the
pregnancy, there is still a 30
per cent chance of a spontaneous
abortion
or
miscarriage.
Though the risks should
not be ignored, it appears

that the Dalkon Shield is
relatively safe to the
majority of women now
using it.
Low mortality rate
According to the CDC
study, the over-all mortality
rate associated with IUDs is
lower than with the pill
about 3 per million womanyears of use, compared to
about 30 per million womanyears for the pill. And there
are fewer nonpregnancyrelated complication with
the Dalkon Shield (36 per
cent) than all other IUDs
combined (64 per cent).
But during a news conference called last week by
FDA’s
Dr.
Schmidt,
members of the Coalition for
the Medical Rights of
Women accused the FDA of
using women as guinea pigs
for the Dalkon Shield,

Marcia Rosen, a legal
worker for the coalition,
said, "The proper way to get
data is for the FDA to
reclassify the IUD as a drug
and put the burden of proof
(of its safety) on the
manufacturers, instead of on
American women."
Bill Van Bezey, a San
Jose sales representative for
Robins, said he believes the
company has given its full
cooperation.
"We’ve
become
the
scapegoat for all the IUDs on
the market," he said.
Six million women in this
country now use an IUD of
some kind. The FDA has
requested that doctors make
a special attempt to report
all adverse reactions to any
IUD, one positive outcome of
the Dalkon Shield controversy.

ones in San Jose,- De Mers
emphasized.
The publication, being
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$10.00 per month

in Sunnyvale

450 N. ;Oa thilda Ave.

5 Superb

TUESDAY
6:30 p.m. Alumni Assoc. League
WEDNESDAY
6:30 p.m. Mixed
9:00 p.m. Peterson Point Trio
THURSDAY
6:30 p.m. Mixed Fours
SIGNUPS INDIVIDUALLY, OR AS A
TEAM UNTIL MONDAY, FEBRUARY 3
INFORMAT ION Al THE DESK

STUDENT UNION
GAMES AREA 277-3226

)fo

245-3030

lin

Adult Communities

794 204.

Studios, 1 & 2 Bedroom Apartments
Available at Sensible Hates
Furnished or Unfurnished
Specious interiors with shag carpets
.Decorator wall -coverings & drapes
Inviting swimming pool and sauna
.Beautiful recreation center
.Well maintained landscaped grounds
.All electiric kitchens by G. E.
.Private patios and balconies
Air conditioning & outdoor barbedues

POUN MINS

5511

it k
it

175 Calvert Dr

246-4046
in West San Jose

,ni

net
eg(
3900 Moorpark Ave.

296-6841

in Campbell
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Rated "PG"
Bond 007 is beck
"MAN WITH THE
GOLDEN GUN"
Charles Bronson
"MR. MAJESTY K"

_lames

TROPICAIRE
No. 2

1510 So. Bascom

377-6900
- Iii South San Jose

258 I44

ardens

"Campus Swingers"
"Swinging Models"
"Swinging Pussycats"
"Swinging Stewardesses"

5150 Monterey Rd.

A short course
in the
nickel candy bar.
And where it went.

as part ofa nation of
producers as well as consumers, each ofus has a
/01 10 say about theprice of
things we want andneed

WHATEVER
HAPPENED
TO THE
NICKEL
CANDY
BAR?

"Thanks a lot!" you may say. "But I’d just as soon study Siberian
rug -weaving as wade through economics." Why economics? Because no subject affects our daily lives moreand is understood
less.
One thing for sure, this is not going to be one of those put -you -tosleep economics courses. No boring theories or confusing
charts; no jargon -filled textbooks. We’ll be telling the story of
our economic system in clear, human terms, illustrating it with
actual case histories and experiences gathered firsthand by the
Digest.

t 955? Kids
about Davy
Crockett hats. Some
people were worried
that we might go to
war over a couple of Asian islands
called Quemoy and Matsu. The latest musical fad was something called
"rock ’n roll." A Chevrolet sedan
cost Woo. A nickel candy bar felt
pretty hefty in your hand.
Funny, but whenever you start
playing tl-: nostalgia game, you al-
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If you’re concerned (and who isn’t) with what’s happening to
prices and to the economyand whybetter start boning up
on these informative "lessons" appearing every month in The
Digest. They’re sponsored by the Business Roundtable
an organization of 150 outstanding executives of leading U.S.
companies.
We call this series "Our Economic
System: You Make It Work."
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Beginning in the February, 1975 Reader’s Digest: a new series
that amounts to a mini -course in today’s economics.
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ways get around to fond recollections of how far a dime or quarter or
dollar "went" in the good old days.
Funny, too, but none of us ever seems
to really ask why the dollar doesn’t
go as far today. Whatever happened
to that nickel candy bar? Why, indeed, do prices go up?
Too often we answer with a resigned sigh: "Everything’s going up
these days." But that isn’t always so.
The prices of some things have gone
down: TV sets, for instance, and
ball-point pens (remember when we
paid $1.50 for a "cheap" one?). toast.
ers and quite a few other small appliances. How do these manage to run
against the inflationary trend?
lb answer, let’s first consider two
basic ways to lower the price of a
product (barring the use of low-cost
foreign labor to manufacture it out
side this country). One way is to
cheapen the product, lower its goalits. But this is a fatal device in a free
market consumers catch on quickly. The other way is to maintain the
quality but cut the cost of manufacture. If the product is soup cans, for
instance. it means producing more
and better soup cans for the time
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and labor spent. That’s what’s called
improved productivity.
Now wait a minute. Don’t head
for the exits. We’re not talking about
men turning screws faster or running around with ladders and oilcans like characters in an old-time
movie. We’re simply considering
how all of us here in America affect
the prices of things we buy through
the way we work. lust ponder, for
example, what happens when a mix
of technology, planning and worker
motivation spells high productivity.
Major manufacturers of hand-held
power tools in Germany, Japan and
England have not been able to penetrate the American market because
high-quality American-made hand
tools are competitively low in price.
One of the major forces behind this
situation is the Black & Decker
Manufacturing Co, of Towson, Md.
For the past 16 years, sales of its
products have grown an astonishing
17 percent a year, and during that
time the prices of many of these
products have dropped steadily.
The company secret? Better pro.
ductivity. In part, this comes from
the wise investment of funds in new
machines and advanced research.
But beyond that, Black & Decker’s
management and workers constantly set goals (’or themselves and
meet themnot necessarily by doing things faster, but by doing
them better. A typical problem:
Company engineers knew they could
vastly improve safety from electrical
shock by doubling the thickness of

insulation inside hand tools. But this
would have added ten percent to
manufacturing costs. Solution: Redesign of the tools, streamlining
assembly and standardizing many
small parts so the same ones could
be used in different tools. Prices of
the safer tools remained the same.
While such improved productivity
has paid off in increased sales and
profits, it has also paid off for employes. The company payroll in
1058 was $14.5 million for 31too employes, Last year’s payroll was
$165.2 million for 20,700 employes.
And look at the payoff for the consumer: In 1958, Black & Decker’s
basic electric drill for do-it-yourselfers cost 818.44. Now it costs
linon. A standard jigsaw that sold
for 144.50 in 1958 now costs St 1:99:
And remember, these price changes
occurred during a t6-year period
which saw the U.S. Consumer Price
Index rise 754 percent.
But the productivity payoff can
also mean a kit more than new jobs
and higher pay. Sometimes it spells
survival. Consider the loco employes f the Ideal Corporation, a
maker of precision automotive parts,
in Brooklyn, N. Y. Saddled with an
old plant and rising costs. Ideal recently looked into building a modern
plant in the Midwest. The move
would vastly reduce the cost of transporting its products, and the cost of
the factory was expected to be about
St 5 a square foot. Putting up a new
plant in Brooklyn,on the other hand,
would run at least $25 a square foot,
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One student simply sighed
and said, "Ah, the great
sugar hoax,"
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Other comments included,
"I didn’t even notice," "I
quit using sugar about a
month ago, "What difference
does it make" and "Why not,
all the other places ration it,
why not the Student Union?"
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prepared for the printer, will
be on sale San Jose City Hall
and various book stores.

The sites chosen for the
publication, "San Jose: An
Inventory of Its Historical
and Architectural Heritage
"are not the only worthy
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Another student, a junior
natural science major, said
she would not mind getting
sugar for other students. She
brought a low-calorie sugar
substitute from home.

DRIVE-INS
B., Office Doer’s 6 15
Show Starts 6 45

You’ll call it fascinating.

Tower becomes historical site
’MC (Mel , in the nuddle
of the SJSU campus, will be
one of the 87 historical sites
in San Jose selected for a
publication by the San Jose
Parks and
Recreation
Department, according to
Don De Mers, director of the
San Jose Historical Museum

sugar in his cup, said he got
his by asking other students
to pick it up for him.

agenda for review, Macias
said.
The next meeting is
scheduled for Jan. 28-29,
after which the board will
not meet again until March.
At the present time,
however, no one is seriously
working for a refund policy
change at the chancellor’s
office. Macias said.
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and related operating costs looked
certain to leave the company in an
extremely difficult competitive position. But Ideal had a loyal and
skilled work force. It elected to remain in Brooklyn. Says John Wenzel, president Gf the company: "We
decided to gamble on our ability to
engineer processes that would reduce
our costs." In other words, the productivity of Ideal’s managers, engineers and workers kept their t000
jobs in Brooklyn. And the company
is thriving in its new plant.
Despite these by-no-means-isolated examples, there is disturbing
evidence that America is slipping
into a productivity crisis. While our
productivity has historically grown
at a healthy rate of about 3 percent
annually, in recent years the growth
rate has been falling; last year we
had no productivity gain at all.
Too many American businesses have
been failing because they could not
achieve the higher productivity that
would enable them to afford the
higher wages and shorter hours demanded of them. Others have hiked
prices to pay the higher wages, with
a resultant loss of business to foreign competition. Nine out of every
ten baseball mitts sold in this land
of Babe Ruth and Henry Aaron are
foreign -made. So are f9 out of every
20 motorcycles, one out of six cars.
Since 47, foreign industry has
caused a reduction of at least 400,000
American jobs. That’s why produc-

tivity all of us putting more in and
getting more out of our iobsis of
such crucial importance.
Fortunately, we don’t have to run
around tearing our hair out to solve
the problem. Nor do we even have to
learn productivity from books or lectures. Indeed, that would be a sad
estimation of the people of a nation
whose history has been in a sense a
history of productivity. For productivity is many things. It is the ability
of a businessman to attract dollars
to build new plants and create new
jobs. It derives from intensive research that gives us advanced technology. And productivity is also an
impulse.
It’s the impulse that helps a housewife organize her day to cook turkey, bake a pie, set the table, get
dressed and greet friends and relatives at the door at one o’clock. It’s
the impulse that makes diagonal
paths across vacant lots.
Think about it. How well did
you type that last report, repair that
washing machine, tune up that en.
gine, finish that blueprint? You
have, we have, in our hands, in our
selves, the means to produce not jus
cars and books and songs and bread
but an entire way of tire and eco
nornic environment second to none.
For reprints write. &punt Editor. The
Reader’s Digest, Pleasantville, N.Y. 1.17..
Penni 10Sefi sois;
so.
Sts.s.; :ono ilo. Pores Int larger
quantities upon request.

This message is prepared by the editors of The Reader’s
Digest and pretested I.er The Ballarat Roundtable.

